We do business.
You do business.
Let’s do business.
Do business more effectively, starting with Cox Business. We deliver the advanced
communications your business needs, backed with the local, responsive,
knowledgeable service your business wants but isn’t getting. Make the switch today.

Add Cox Digital
Telephone for only
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$

.99

per month

includes FREE long distance, installation,
activation, calling features and business listing
in the local phone directory.*

Call 702-939-1148 or
visit www.coxbusiness.com
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location and must originate and terminate within the contiguous United States. All extended domestic calls (Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands) are $0.10 per minute. Intrastate long distance minutes will be charged at $0.05 per minute. Interstate minutes exceeding free minutes per
month per contract are charged at $0.05 per minute. Additional costs for installation, construction, inside wiring and equipment may apply. Offer does not include international calling, applicable taxes, surcharges or fees. Discounts are not valid in combination with or in addition to other promotions,
and cannot be applied to any other Cox account. Rates are subject to change. Telephone modem equipment may be required. Modem uses electrical power to operate and has backup battery power provided by Cox if electricity is interrupted. Telephone service including access to e911 service will
not be available during an extended power outage or if modem is moved or inoperable. Services not available in all areas. Other restrictions apply. Telephone services are provided by Cox Nevada Telecom, LLC. ©2008 Cox Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Chalk One Up for the Taxpayers
Project Labor Agreement Fails
It might just be one battle, and the victory for the taxpayers may have come
from the flanks, but in the ongoing struggle to get elected officials to act in
taxpayers’ best interests, we can at least count a win.
he Las Vegas Convention
and Visitors Authority
(LVCVA) has a two-fold
mission. It brands and
promotes Las Vegas, and it fills hotel
rooms with conventioneers by owning and operating the country’s
largest convention center. In order to
compete with other cities for convention business and also to modernize
the facility, the LVCVA board voted
in May 2007 to proceed with an $890
million, three-year expansion project.
Because it’s important to keep the
facility open while the work is going
on, local labor unions saw an opportunity to put pressure on the LVCVA.
The story is an old one, especially in
Las Vegas. Big labor creates a threat
to the business viability of an entity,
and then proposes a solution to alleviate the threat. The threat is labor unrest, picketing and protesting, and its
effect can be magnified if it’s done in
front of tourists and conventioneers.
As the planning and design stages
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of the project got underway, the labor
unions proposed their idea for eliminating this threat: a Project Labor
Agreement (PLA). A PLA requires
all contractors, whether they are
unionized or not, to subject themselves and their employees to unionization in order to work on a government-funded construction project.
This is done by including a collective
bargaining agreement in the project’s
bid specifications. In order to receive
a contract, a contractor must sign the
agreement and subject its employees
to union control.
Since the LVCVA is a public
agency, it must pay prevailing wage,
so wages are not the biggest issue
here. The primary issue is jurisdiction. If the LVCVA agrees to pay prevailing wage to have an electrical
switchbox installed, who gets paid to
install the sheet of wood behind the
switchbox: an electrician or a carpenter? This is an issue that has led to
posting banners at a jobsite, declaring

“Shame on Company X.” Jim Gans,
LVCVA’s senior vice president of operations, called the PLA an “insurance policy” to avoid work stoppages
or slowdowns in case there was a dispute between two unions on how
work would be done or who would do
it. In this case, the “insurance premium” would be paid by taxpayers, as
union companies would have a stranglehold on the contracts.
The reasoning for LVCVA to sign a
PLA was to eliminate discord, yet before the project even started, unions
were unable to agree on a single document. At its October 2007 meeting,
the LVCVA board was presented
with, not one, but two, PLAs. One
was with the Southern Nevada Building Trades Council (SNBTC) and
their affiliated unions, and the other
was with the Carpenters’ and Laborers’ unions.
In order to get the board to agree to
these two PLAs, Steve Ross of the
Continued on Page 8
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SNBTC, Tommy White of the Laborers’ Union and Mark Furman of the
Carpenters’ Union all promised the
board that there would be no work
stoppage during the term of the project if there was a jurisdictional dispute as to who should be doing some
aspect of the work, even though the
separate documents didn’t require
them to coordinate.
After the board approved the two
PLAs, the unions started arguing with
each other, lessening the likelihood
that they would actually coordinate
according to the terms spelled out at
the meeting. By January 2008, the
problem became clear. Even with
separate PLA’s, not all of the unions
were willing to sign on. The issue
came back to the board. This time,
the unions presented the idea that
maybe a third PLA would solve their
problems.
LVCVA Chairman Oscar Goodman
reminded the squabbling unions that
they had promised to sign the agreements at the October meeting, and
the board voted to give them until the
end of the week to sign, or there
would be no PLA. The deadline came
and went without a resolution, with
the unions obviously deciding that
their jurisdictional issues were more
important than an agreement. The expansion project went out to bid without a PLA.
The result? The taxpayers will get
the best convention center in the
country, built at prevailing wages in a
competitive environment. The only
deal that could be better than this
would be to drop the “prevailing
wage” provision and let real competition rule the day. Isn’t that how we
built this great country?

COMMENTS
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BUSINESS UP FRONT
Enrollment Systems
Benefit Employers

E

mployers are using their benefits enrollment systems to encourage employees to adopt
healthier behaviors. A survey of 117
U.S. companies by Watson Wyatt
Worldwide found that 53 percent of
employers have incorporated health
risk assessments into enrollment systems or will incorporate these programs by 2009. More than one-third
use enrollment systems to encourage
employees to sign up for disease management programs or will do so by
2009. More than half of all respondents are either neutral or dissatisfied
with the information provided to employees on managing health and
health-related incentives. Integrating
external vendors with internal enrollment systems makes it easier for employees to access the broad range of
information they need to truly be engaged in their benefits.

(those with 500 or more employees)
are much more likely to engage in
overseas technology outsourcing than
smaller ones (those with fewer than
500 employees). Eleven percent of
CIOs reported they currently engage
in outsourcing, compared to 5 percent overall. According to the survey,
management challenges are a common obstacle to successful offshoring. More than half (59 percent)
of CIOs whose companies had
stopped offshore outsourcing cited
management and oversight requirements among the reasons they had
done so. Unrealized cost savings and
quality control were also factors,
cited by 30 percent and 23 percent of
respondents.

Cultivating Relationships
For Long-Term Staff

Management Concerns
Reduces Outsourcing

D

espite the attention focused
on the outsourcing of technology jobs overseas, a recent survey by Robert Half Technology shows that the majority of U.S.
companies are not engaged in the
practice. Ninety-four percent of chief
information officers (CIOs) surveyed
said their company does not outsource information technology (IT)
jobs outside the United States. The
survey shows that large companies
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T

here are many reasons employees choose to leave their
jobs, but the primary reason
people leave companies is because of
the relationship and lack of emotional
connection with their boss. Business
leaders should have a plan on how to
keep the best people. While most
companies talk a great deal about the
need to retain the best people to sus-

tain growth, they lack an integrated
game plan to create retention momentum. Here are examples of how to
connect with your employees.
• Write them a hand-written note
telling them what a difference they
are making to the business.
• Take your employees out to breakfast or lunch and talk about what is
important to them.
• Create local, fun activities for the
team, and schedule the activity during
the regular business hours.
People do not usually leave organizations; they leave leaders. If you lose
enough good people, your organization will be unable to grow.

Peer-to-Peer File Sharing
Aides in Identity Theft

A

ccording to the Identity Theft
Assistance Center, throughout 2008, criminals will continue to exploit new technologies to
commit identity theft. Topping the list
of major event security breaches from
2007 is a case involving a peer-to-peer
(P2P) file sharing network. The SANS
Institute has identified file sharing applications as one of the most crucial
internet security vulnerabilities. The
problem with many of the P2P applications is that they often lead to individuals sharing everything on their
computers. Mary Engle of the Federal
Trade Commission stated, “We’re
concerned that consumers may accidentally share folders that contain private documents that they don’t intend
to share.” Criminals now troll file
sharing networks for the sole purpose
of finding sensitive data that can be
used to commit identity theft.

FACE TO FACE
Describe your leadership style:

Hire good people. Train them to be good
lawyers. Stand behind them when they
need it, but mostly, get out of their way and
let them do their job.
Biggest Business Challenge:

Finding and hiring talented young lawyers.
Best Business Advice:

Dennis Kennedy
Shareholder
Bailey Kennedy, Attorneys At Law
Las Vegas
Number of Employees: 24
Years in Nevada: 32

Decide what you are best at, focus on it,
and strive to improve.
How do you retain your best and brightest
employees?

People want to participate in the pursuit
of a shared vision of excellence and
professionalism. We have never lost
anyone whom we wanted to keep.

Years with Firm: 2
Who inspired you to get into the business?
Type of business: Law Firm

academic. There were no mentors or heroes involved. I always enjoyed a fight even some of the ones I lost. Litigation is
intellectual combat. There is really nothing that compares to it.
What is the most important thing you learned
from your parents?

I was never going to be the best looking
person in the class. My parents told me
to try, instead, to be the smartest.
Are medical lawsuits to blame for the state
of today’s healthcare industry?

Nothing in the system is free from
blame, but tort reform in Nevada (the
damage limitations on malpractice
awards) will go a long way toward improving the quality of care and reducing
costs. The process will take some time,
but I am convinced that it will succeed.

My inspiration was entirely personal and

Type of business: Real Estate Brokerage,

Development & Building Company

I believe in challenging and empowering
employees and teammates to succeed by
providing opportunities.

Describe your leadership style:

Teach by action and example. I am receptive to feedback, flexible and adaptive to
change. Stimulate and encourage understanding and analysis of market conditions
in advance of change.

Who inspired you to get into the business?

My three mentors all have the last name
Primack. Two are my dad’s brothers, Sam
Primack and Saul Primack, and the third is
my dad, Joe Primack. My dad is one of the
greatest mentors I have ever known.

Biggest Business Challenge:

Jordan “Jordie” Primack
Managing Member, Co-Owner
Primack Family Companies, LLC
Henderson
Number of Employees: 4

Real Estate relies heavily on the economy
and the credit markets. Uncertainty in
both causes chaos, knee jerking and reaction, in lieu of analysis and planning.

What is the most important thing you
learned from your parents?

Best Business Advice:

When will the market heat up?

History often has a way of repeating itself.
Recognize potential swings that will impact the direction of the economy.

Unfortunately, the tight credit markets
will continue to strangle the economy's
ability to heat up again. There will be a
minimum six-month lag time before the
economy will see a positive impact from
the reduction in loan-to-value ratios.

Years in Nevada: 22
Years with Firm: 7

How do you retain your best and brightest
employees?

Respect, love and support your family
first and others second.

April 2008
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Business Leaders Tighten Belts
for Uncertain Year Ahead
s the winds of an uncertain
economy blow briskly over
Nevada, the state’s business
leaders expressed their concerns for
future challenges as they responded to
Nevada Business Journal’s sixth annual Power Poll. With Nevada’s meteoric growth rate slowing, many survey participants indicated they expect
bottom lines to reflect that deceleration for most of 2008. Participants
also expressed concerns about the
shortage of qualified employees, an
overcrowded educational system, future water shortages and an inadequate infrastructure.
Designed and analyzed by Precision Opinion of Las Vegas, the survey
was conducted electronically in January. The majority of respondents were
male with a split between business
owners and executives. A sampling of
the participants were interviewed to
obtain more in-depth information
concerning the status of Nevada’s
business activity. Although none professed to have a crystal ball containing the answers to the 2008 economy,
all provided valuable insights. Below
are the numerical results to the survey’s questions, plus personal comments from the state’s business
movers and shakers.

A

PROFITABILITY
Compared to today, a year from now
my business's bottom line will be:

2006

2007

2008

9.9%

10.3%

14%

SOMEWHAT BETTER 51.6%

51.7%

42%

ABOUT THE SAME

35.2%

34.5%

32%

SOMEWHAT WORSE

3.3%

3.5%

12%

0%

0%

0%

100%

100%

100%

MUCH BETTER

MUCH WORSE
TOTAL

Greater Efficiency Molds
Bottom Lines
With 88 percent of total respondents expecting their 2008 bottom
lines to be at least as positive as in
2007, it would appear that in the face
of Nevada’s easing economy, many
executives have already taken steps to
operate more productively. “I think
my bottom line will improve because
whether the economy changes or not,
we’re doing business differently,” said
Brent Wright, CEO of Las Vegasbased Wright Engineers. “We’ve
downsized in staff to correspond with
the reduced value of the work avail-

able. Compared to our peak in ’07,
we’re down 25 percent.”
Kevin Parsons, CEO of Parsons
Walls in Las Vegas, also said his bottom line will improve even though he
believes sales will not increase. “I expect sales to be flat,” he said. “We
were blindsided by the slowdown, so
we’ve cut back on overhead and other
costs. I believe our bottom line will
increase by 5 percent because we’re
running leaner.”
Other executives, however, have accepted the fact that their bottom lines
in 2008 will be less than in 2007.
“We’ll be down 10 percent this year,”
said Tim Ruffin, managing partner of
Colliers International in Reno. “I
think we’ll pay for the fallout of a ripple effect throughout the construction
industry. Clearly, we overbuilt to a
phantom demand.” Because leases
continue to expire regardless of the
state of the economy, however, Ruffin
said his company is in an enviable position because it is well established in
that market.
While most executives are adjusting
to what they expect to be flat or slowing sales, a select few are gearing up
for what they hope to be a very good
year. Because many businesses increase their marketing efforts to offset

April 2008
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a slowdown, Paula Yabubik, managing partner of MassMedia Corporate
Communications in Las Vegas, is
bullish about the year ahead for her
firm. “Our January numbers were up
30 percent over December,” she said.
“Developers, who haven’t had to market before, are doing it now. We’re in
negotiations with eight to 10 new
clients.” She expressed concern, how-

ever, about how the number of bankruptcies could affect her business.
“We’re watching our receivables very
closely because overnight you see
clients file bankruptcy.”

When it comes to the state’s economy, business owners and executives

FOROVER85YEARS.
GAMINGRETAILCOMMERCIALDESIGNCONSULTING
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2006

2007

2008

38.5%

31%

7%

SOMEWHAT BETTER 40.7%

43.1%

35%

ABOUT THE SAME

13.2%

20.7%

32%

SOMEWHAT WORSE

6.6%

5.2%

25%

MUCH WORSE

1.1%

0%

1%

TOTAL

100%

100%

100%

MUCH BETTER

Keeping the Faith in Growth
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STATE ECONOMY
Compared to today, a year from now
Nevada's economy will be:

are less optimistic about what 2008 is
likely to bring. Perhaps this is due to
the fact that they have some control
over their own bottom line, but none
over Nevada’s economy. While 74
percent of survey participants believe
the 2008 economy will be at least as
strong as it was in 2007, the remaining 26 percent expect it to worsen.
The level of concern might vary from
business to business, but many people
point to the overall strength of Nevada as the saving grace during this uncertain time. “I don’t know why people don’t describe it as a recession.
Clearly the economy is not what it
was 12 to 18 months ago,” said
George Ogilvie, managing partner of
the Las Vegas office of McDonald
Carano Wilson LLP. “Bankruptcies
are on the rise and businesses are
tightening belts due to the current situation. Nevertheless, I think the economy is pretty sound so the recession
won’t be long.”
With large projects for Reno Toyota
and AT&T in the works, Pete Blakely,
president of BJG Architecture in
Reno, believes that 2008 will be a turbulent year partially due to misperceptions of the economy. “The conception is far worse than the reality,
but the basic fundamentals are positive,” he explained. “There’s a hiccup
due to subprime mortgages, but that’s
a small portion of the market.”
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Others point to the advantage of
large gaming projects soon to come
online. “Comparing our state to others, we are lucky to have gaming
that’s fueling the economy. It will enable us to bounce back. With several
new resorts, it’s going to kindle new
job growth,” said Kevin Burke, president and CEO of Burke & Associates,
Inc. in Las Vegas. Kirk Clausen, regional vice president of Wells Fargo
& Company in Las Vegas, agreed. “I
don’t think this is a bubble. Southern
Nevada is better positioned because
of the growth rate in jobs and new residents moving here from California,”
he said.

Should Gaming
Be Singled Out?
GAMING CONTRIBUTIONS
I feel that Nevada’s gaming industry
is paying its fair share of taxes.

2007

2008

STRONGLY AGREE

15.8%

16%

AGREE SOMEWHAT

44.6%

43%

DISAGREE SOMEWHAT

26.3%

26%

STRONGLY DISAGREE

12.3%

14%

DECLINED TO ANSWER

0%

1%

100%

100%

TOTAL

projects and I believe the goose will
grow even more productive.”
Clausen is also concerned about the
potential for unfairly overburdening
the gaming industry. “I’m very worried about efforts to target a single industry, such as gaming, for increased
taxes,” he said. “The answer is not to
target one, but to distribute the burden
so that everyone carries a little.” Ruffin agreed. “We need to create a
broad-based approach where everyone pays his fair share,” he said.

BUSINESS FRIENDLY
I have found Nevada to be
a business-friendly state.

2006

2007

2008

STRONGLY AGREE

59.3%

47.7%

52%

AGREE SOMEWHAT

36.3%

49.1%

41%

DISAGREE SOMEWHAT 3.3%

3.5%

6%

STRONGLY DISAGREE 1.1%

0%

1%

100%

100%

TOTAL

100%

Maintaining Our Reputation
Although results are split as to the
intensity of agreement, 93 percent of
respondents still believe that Nevada
is maintaining its reputation for being
friendly to business, in spite of growing concerns about increased regulations and bureaucracy. “It’s exceptionally business-friendly,” according

to Marge Landry, owner of Landry &
Associates, Inc. “I’ve worked in other
states, and the only place I would
have had the opportunity to start my
own business is Las Vegas.” Landry
acknowledges that the area has growing pains, but said they haven’t hurt
her business yet. “I see the negative
changes, but we still have 6,000

With 59 percent in agreement and
40 in disagreement over the appropriate level of gaming taxes, results appear to be mixed. Respondents who
were interviewed expressed concerns
that gaming might be unfairly singled
out and advised that taxes need to be
broad based. “This is a classic example of shooting in the heart the very
thing that supports the state,” said
Frank Martin, founder and president
of Martin-Harris Construction in Las
Vegas. “Gamers are very good citizens. Give it a few years after the new
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people coming here a month.”
Other survey participants cite problems they’ve experienced running the
gauntlet of rules and regulations.
“More and more Nevada’s becoming
less of a business-friendly state,” Parsons said. “It took me over two years
to get a permit for a mini-storage facility. There were a lot of hoops to
jump through.” Martin expressed similar concerns. “I’ve sat in too many
meetings where requirements were
placed on businesses that could cause
them to walk away. That didn’t used
to happen.” Ron Hall, chairman of the
board of SH Architecture in Las
Vegas, is worried about the effect of
new taxation. “Nevada continues to
impose taxes on businesses which
came to the state years ago to avoid
such taxes,” he said.

Attracting Quality Employees
With 82 percent of survey respondents reporting problems, it appears
that businesses find it difficult to attract qualified employees. “It’s still
our No. 1 challenge and will continue
to be,” said Burke. “We’re still in a
tremendous building boom in our
industry [commercial construction]
and there’s a limited pool of qualified
people.” Blakely agreed there’s a
shortage of qualified people. “Recruiting is harder because fewer people are graduating with architecture
and engineering degrees. It’s a national issue, not just about Nevada,” he

explained. Many survey participants
expressed worry that Nevada’s rising
cost of housing makes it more difficult to recruit qualified staff from outof-state.
When it comes to retaining employees, however, more than half of the
businesses surveyed report they have
no problems, and more than 40 percent say they have just a few. Owners
and executives report they work aggressively to retain qualified people
once they are hired. “The key thing is
to take care of current employees,”
Burke said. “Our No. 1 asset is our
people and that’s our mindset.” Larry
Carroll, vice chairman of the board of
directors and managing partner of the
engineering firm Poggemeyer Design
Group, agreed. “We’ve tried to
strengthen our benefit packages, giving signing bonuses and providing a
nice work environment,” he said.

Education Doesn’t
Make the Grade
Of all the areas of the survey, the
most dismal results were found in the
question relating to education. With
47 percent of respondents assigning a
failing grade of either “D” or “F,” it’s
clear that many business leaders
aren’t happy with their area school
system. Citing growth and lack of
funding as some of the biggest causes,
respondents aren’t quick to blame
school officials for the problems,
however. “I think they’re doing the

STAFFING ISSUES
Is your company having problems finding and retaining qualified staff?

RETENTION

RECRUITMENT

16

NO

17%

NO

55%

YES FEW PROBLEMS

65%

YES FEW PROBLEMS

41%

YES SERIOUS PROBLEMS

18%

YES SERIOUS PROBLEMS

TOTAL

100%

TOTAL
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4%
100%

What overall grade would you give
Nevada's educational system?

2006

2007

2008

1.1%

5.6%

0%

B • GOOD

14.3%

9.2%

9%

C • AVERAGE

47.3%

40.7%

43%

D • BELOW AVERAGE 24.2%

38.9%

33%

12.1%

5.6%

14%

DECLINED TO ANSWER 0%

0%

1%

100%

100%

A • EXECLLENCE

F • FAILING

TOTAL

100%

best with what they have. I think
they’re struggling,” said Ruffin.
Several survey participants expressed concerns about the emphasis
that has been placed upon the design
elements of physical plants to the exclusion of their functionality. “Nevada’s schools are not getting the bang
for their buck because of the way
they’re designed. They’re designing
schools just to win awards,” explained
Wade Pope, regional vice president of
operations for Las Vegas-based Roche
Constructors, Inc. “The process has
become more like a Los Angelesbased process. The school district
could make changes that would benefit the entire program.”
Carroll shares that he is satisfied
with Southern Nevada’s public
schools, while he doesn’t seem to
have concerns about the lower
grades, he expresses concerns about
the state’s higher educational institutions. “Both of my daughters attended schools in the Clark County
School District, and they turned out
fine,” he said. “However, we need to
strengthen the higher educational
system. It’s hard to compete with a
tier one university.” On the other
hand, Blakely (whose children are
home-schooled), has a more positive
attitude toward the system in general.

“I think Nevada’s educational system
is relatively good. Most of our employees are well prepared when they
begin, and we only hire people with
degrees,” he said.

When to Expect
the Economic Upturn
How long do you expect the
economic slowdown to continue?

6 MONTHS

9%

12 MONTHS

45%

18 MONTHS

37%

24 MONTHS

9%

MORE THAN 24

0%

TOTAL

100%

The consensus of opinion about the
length of economic slowdown is between 12 and 18 months, with 83 percent of survey participants marking
one of those two choices. Only 18
percent believed the slowdown would
be over before or after that time period. “We’re on the front end of construction. Construction itself will be
another year out. I’m hoping that by
the end of ’09 things will pick up,”
Wright said. Hall looks to the winds
of politics to return a sense of normalcy. “After the election, I believe fear
will be replaced by a ‘back to work attitude,’” he said.

Elected Officials Receive
Mixed Revues
Although the scores indicate that
some elected officials are viewed
more positively than others when
serving Nevada’s needs, some survey takers were willing to give lawmakers the benefit of the doubt
when discussing their job perfor-
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Using a score of 1 to 5 –
with 1 being the lowest
and 5, the highest –
please rate each of the
following elected
officials on how well they
address Nevadans’ interests.
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ENSIGN

4.0

PORTER

3.6

BERKLEY

3.3

HELLER

3.3

REID

2.9

GIBBONS

2.6

mance. “Overall, I would give the
group pretty good scores. I would
give a couple individuals excellent
scores,” Ogilvie said. “Most are
truly concerned and hold Nevada’s
interests as their primary responsibility. We’re lucky to have these
people holding these positions.”
Ruffin also recognizes the challenges related to these positions. “I
think they’re addressing [Nevada’s
needs] as well as they can. They
can’t anticipate the economy, they
have the state’s best interests at
heart,” he said.
Blakely singled Heller out for his
work done in downtown Reno.
“Rep. Heller has put a lot of time
into getting ReTRAC land cleared
for title in Reno,” he said. ReTRAC
is the railroad trench that enables
trains to pass through Reno without
interrupting traffic on surface
streets. Blakely expresses frustration, however, with the national
prominence of U.S. Senator Harry
Reid. “Sen. Reid is entirely too focused on national issues and become disconnected with Nevada’s
issues,” he said.
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AREAS OF CONCERN
Rank the following according to the level of concern/worry you have about each.
Rank in order from 1 (most troubling) to 5 (least troubling).

AVAILABILITY OF WATER

QUALITY OF EDUCATION

TRANSPORTATION ISSUES

SHORTFALLS IN STATE BUDGET

AVAILABILITY, COST OF HEALTHCARE

1

29%

1

23%

1

21%

1

14%

1

10%

2

28%

2

21%

2

17%

2

22%

2

15%

3

13%

3

26%

3

13%

3

26%

3

20%

4

20%

4

12%

4

15%

4

13%

4

39%

5

10%

5

18%

5

34%

5

25%

5

16%

Ranking the Largest
Concerns
With more than half of survey participants ranking it either first or
second, availability of water is the
most troublesome issue on the list,
followed rather closely by quality of
education and then, transportation
issues. Budget shortfalls are fourth,
with 25 people assigning it one of
the top two ranks, while of least concern is the availability and cost of
healthcare, with 17 participants
ranking it first or second. Although
forced to comparatively rank the five
issues, most respondents emphasized that all five were of concern to
the state and needed to be addressed
effectively for Nevada to continue to
grow productively. “Successfully
addressing each issue is paramount
to the ongoing prosperity of Southern Nevada’s economy,” Pope said.
Even though business leaders worry
about a water shortage, in general they
give Southern Nevada Water Authority
(SNWA) high marks for its work in
dealing with the situation. “SNWA is
doing a good job pursuing other water
sources,” Carroll said. Clausen agreed.
“I don’t know what the facts are, but
water is always a concern in the desert.
I think we’re moving aggressively to
resolve it, and SNWA is doing all it
can to address the issue,” he said.
Martin fears that transportation is-

Looking Ahead
“The general wisdom seems
to be that today’s economic
downturn is temporary.“
sues will negatively impact corporate
profitability as goods and materials
shipped via truck become increasingly delayed in traffic jams. “Proficient
transportation and how fast we can
move truck shipments will help us to
become a more viable alternative to
California,” he explained. “It will
also improve our quality of life, because nobody likes to be stuck in a
traffic jam.” In spite of the infrastructure frustrations, however, Clausen
praises those who are wrestling with
the problems. “The out-of-the-box
thinking that they’re bringing to the
table is amazing,” he said.

As they acknowledge a challenging
year ahead, Nevada’s business leaders call on their entrepreneurial spirit
to creatively chart a course through
what could be rough waters ahead.
Far from being down and out, however, they speak of running their businesses more efficiently, exploring
new markets, and developing innovative business practices.
The general wisdom seems to be
that today’s economic downturn is
temporary, with the bright light of
expansion and prosperity already
bringing the tunnel’s end in view.
“As my mother used to quote, ‘This
too shall pass,’” Yabubik said. “We
just have to weather it.
Jeanne Lauf Walpole is a freelance
writer based in Northern Nevada.
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Residential Realities
A Better Future Ahead?
hat’s happening with the residential real estate market? Is
the constant barrage of
media doom-and-gloom right on target or over the edge? Both ends of the
state are experiencing the affects of
the market.
At Preview 2008 in Las Vegas, Jeremy Aguero, principal of Applied
Analysis graphically detailed the industry’s historical trend of peaks and
valleys. It was evident that, currently,
the market hovers in the depths of the
valley. But, for those seeking a silver
lining, it was also evident that every
valley was followed by a dramatic upswing, or peak. The analysis can be
interpreted as a negative (wallowing
in the valley at the bottom), or as a
positive. Aguero’s graph should have
given hope to even the staunchest
naysayer, because nothing was more
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evident than the resilience of Las
Vegas’ expansion and growth when
viewing this saw-toothed graph dating
from 1903 to the present. It appears
the question is not if the market will
rebound, but when.
Dennis Smith, president of Home
Builders Research, Inc., noted in a recent Las Vegas Housing Market Letter,
the preliminary tally of 2007 home
sales of all product types was at
19,670. This represents a year-to-year
decrease of 16,486 recorded sales, or a
decline of 45.6 percent. That’s the lowest number of recorded new home
sales since 1995. But perhaps, there is
another way to look at the numbers.
Home sales for 1996 through 2002, a
period of seven years, ranged from a
low of 19,785 up to 22,940 (in 2001),
so do those figures reflect the norm, or
do the 38,950 homes sold in 2005 and

the 36,156 in 2006? Maybe the 19,670
figure for 2007 isn’t quite as horrible
as it sounds. Granted the homebuilders
worked overtime with creative ways to
eek out those sales using deep discounts and offers that cost them dearly.
It seems safe to say that those 19,670
sales did not represent the same profit
margins as in previous years. According to Smith, the fact that the housing
recession is regional and national may
well extend the recovery process. The
industry was hit by a credit crunch “of
the likes we have not seen in 30 years
in this industry.”
However, Smith also had some
good news that bodes well for the
market. “The bottom is closer, so better times are not too far off,” noted
Smith. The predicted 100,000 to
200,000 jobs to be created from the
new projects currently under con-

struction on the Las Vegas Strip certainly promote a positive economic
basis for our housing market. “New
jobs mean increased demand for
housing. There is definitely pent-up
demand developing, and that will
eventually spur housing activity,” he
said. First quarter interest rate cuts by
the Federal Reserve add another positive factor, along with the new loan
limits for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac
and Federal Housing Administration
loans. Guidelines now range from 125
percent to 175 percent of the median
home price of a given area. The
Southern Nevada Home Builders Association reported the loan figures for
Las Vegas allow for a maximum FHA
loan of $400,000 and $417,000 for
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae loans.

Reno’s Forecast
Northern Nevada’s picture looks a
bit brighter than in the southern part
of the state. Five industry leaders announced their predictions at Forecast
2008 & Beyond in Reno. U.S. Bank
Economist John Mitchell predicted
that the economy will not hit a recession and that Nevada’s economy will
grow in 2008. Mitchell also said that
he believes the housing market will
recover this year in the fourth quarter.
Mark Krueger, managing director and
senior vice president of Grubb &
Ellis, said that the current supply of
new home lots presents about 3.4
years’ worth, and that land prices are
expected to drop another 10 percent,
back to 2003 levels.
Wayne Capurro, president of the
Reno/Sparks Association of Realtors,
presented a residential resale
overview. He reported that the bell
curve is flattening – which means
from January 2003 to January 2006
the median home price rose 100 percent. Prices in mid-January were hovering around 2004 levels. “It does feel
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like things are changing,” commented
Capurro. “We saw median prices drop
by 25 percent – 15 percent in 2006
and 10 percent in 2007.” Currently,
the number of properties going into
escrow each week is larger than the
number of new home listings. “I’m
not quite ready to say we’ve hit rock
bottom, but if we are not at the bottom, we are near. I feel the worst is
over. The sub-prime market has prolonged the agony. In fact, our numbers were looking good in April and
May of 2007, but, the sub-prime market started to have an impact, and it
was a major blow,” he said.
In comparison to the Las Vegas
market, Capurro thinks that Northern
Nevada took a nose-dive earlier than
in the south, and may just come out of
this dip a bit earlier. “We are a much
smaller market, and have not had to
deal with property auctions. Our foreclosures here are non-judicial,” he
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said. “So, when someone defaults on
a loan, they go through the foreclosure process and the title returns to
the lender (a bank or mortgage company). Usually the property ends up
being listed for sale in our MLS system, so essentially it returns to inventory,” Capurro said.
Throughout 2007 and into the middle of first quarter of 2008, Capurro
noted that active listings represented
slightly over a 12-month supply. “It’s
considered a buyer’s market whenever we have above a six-month supply
and a seller’s market when our supply
is below six months,” he said. There is
no question that today’s market is currently very much a buyer’s market.
“However, Northern Nevada is also
seasonal, so that impacts our sales
pace, too. As we move into spring and
better weather, we are moving into
our biggest selling season and things
can change rapidly. I know a lot of

buyers are sitting on the sidelines
waiting for the bottom. It’s quite possible those homebuyers who are waiting for the bottom may have waited
too long,” Capurro said.
Brian Kaiser, business research analyst for The Center for Regional
Studies at University of Nevada,
Reno, who collects local economic
and housing data, said his research indicates that Washoe County has not
hit rock bottom. “Take one look at the
monthly foreclosure data for Washoe
County last year and you’ll see the
steady increase that will inevitably
carry at least through the first half of
2008, if not the whole year,” he said.
“Condos have been doing relatively
well this past year and quite a few
new condo developments are set to
begin selling this year.” He estimates
Washoe County will see about 2,500
new home starts in 2008 – about half
the number of the peak 2005-2007
years – and still slightly less than the
area’s average year.
Builder Greg Peek of ERGS Inc., a
Northern Nevada multi-family builder
and developer, is optimistic. “The
market is correcting itself after an unprecedented boom. In the next year or
two, we’ll see gradual growth in the
number of homes being built and
sold,” he said. “Eventually, we will
get back to a more typical growth pattern, similar to what we saw before
the huge spike in 2005.”
When asked if they felt the market
had hit rock bottom, a few of the
Northern Nevada builders indicated
they couldn’t possibly go any lower
on home pricing. Pat Riley, vice president of First Horizon Home Loans,
commented, “We have seen a major
increase in loan application volume
so far this year. Our new loan applications have increased more than 50
percent from the fourth quarter of
2007. We attribute this to lower, longterm interest rates, and to the good
deals available in the market.” For the

northern part of the state, Riley does
believe this is the bottom, “due to the
lack of new home inventory and the
steady increase in loan application
volume for resale home purchases.”

Nevada Becoming
A Luxury Market
How is the resale market faring in
Southern Nevada? According to Ken
Lowman, broker/owner of Luxury
Homes of Las Vegas, the higher the
home price, the better the market.
“Las Vegas is just now seeing the
emergence of the ultra-luxury market,
homes $2 million and up,” said Lowman. Most of this clientele pay cash,
so the credit crunch does not affect
them, nor are they deterred by the
prospects of a recession. Lowman
thinks it is inevitable that the ‘Manhattanization’ of Las Vegas will continue as the city becomes more of a
worldwide destination. The scarcity of
land dictates more vertical construction as the distance from the Strip becomes more undesirable due to traffic.
“I believe it will be at a much more
steady and realistic pace than in the
past three years. Projects will no
longer be built on speculation, but to
fill a specific niche or need,” he said.
Vic Donovan, executive vice president and senior managing partner for
Colliers International, who opened
the Luxury Properties Division in Las
Vegas in November last year, is also
experiencing brisk business in luxury
homes. “It’s continuing to advance
because of the exchange rate and the
weakness of the dollar against other
foreign currency, especially for buyers from Asia and European countries.
It is a good time to buy a high value
property even without a discounted
selling price,” said Donovan. Overseas buyers can take advantage of
both lower sale prices and the higher
value of their currency against the
dollar. “In addition, China recently
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relaxed its laws on visitor visas allowing their citizens to travel more freely
and spend time in other countries, and
many are heading for Las Vegas.”
According to both Lowman and
Donovan, the single-family home is
still the most popular purchase.
“Many of the buyers still want their
own yard and certain amenities that
can only be found in a larger singlefamily home,” noted Lowman. “A
view is very important too. The successful buyer wants to be able to
enjoy their time at home with a view
and also to impress their friends.”
Guard-gated communities are important for security and protection when
they are out-of-town.
“The luxury high rise product has
filled a need for the urban city
dwellers that are already used to this
style of living, and the 3rd and 4th
residence owner that really needs a
‘lock and leave’ product,” added Low-

man. “Our buyers a motivated by location, product and quality, whether
it’s a residential high rise or a house.”
Donovan said the buyers are still
looking for many of the same amenities, but also want the Las Vegas experience with gym facilities, concierge
service, on-site property limos and a

view of the Strip are all at the top of
the shopping list. “Super views are in
very high demand,” said Donovan. “A
lot of values are coming available because some people bought at the high
end of the market. Many bought two
or three properties and some investors
bought a dozen or 14 at a time. So, we
may see auctions for that kind of product in the $400,000 to $600,000 range.
We’ll grow out of this slow period, because we are still the most dynamic
market in the country.”
Without a crystal ball it is impossible to say whether Nevada will climb
out of the “valley” within another six
months or two years. But with spring,
comes optimism and renewal. Let’s
hope that as the flowers begin to
bloom, our beleaguered real estate
market blossoms, as well.
Lynne Montel Sloane is a freelance
writer based in Southern Nevada.

As Southern Nevada’s leading commercial real estate development organization, we are your connection to
the industry. Ask us about industry trends and current issues facing Southern Nevada. Help us as we continue
to create facilities for the future of Nevada. Join NAIOP as we continue to grow our organization.
Get Connected. Join NAIOP today!

For membership information: (702) 798-7194 www.naiopnv.org
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are in hand to start construction. So
that puts you right in the middle of
2009. If a building needs to be completed in 2009, you better hire the architect right now.

Construction Costs

ecently, a group of Nevadabased architects gathered at Cili
Restaurant in Las Vegas to discuss current challenges within the
profession, including the economic
slowdown, staffing issues and sustainable design. Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada Business Journal,
served as moderator for the event that
brings industry leaders together to
discuss issues pertinent to their professions. Following is a condensed
version of the roundtable discussion.

R

Economic Slowdown
The architects agreed that Nevada’s
economy will turn around faster than
the rest of the country. The completion
of large projects on the Strip will lead to
job creation and spur the need for housing. They were optimistic that 2009 will
bring a better economy to the state.

Robert Fielden: We’ve got enough
work to get us through 2008. In 2009,
all of the new projects on the Strip are
scheduled to open. In addition, work
continues on MGM’s massive CityCenter project and as all that construction proceeds, it will have a
major impact on housing, which will
help all other sectors.
Joseph Rothman: The smart developers who have the funds available to
hire architects for the next year have
realized, that if you hire us today and
sign a major project, it will be another 18 months before building permits

Those in attendance voiced concerns about the increased costs of
construction and its impact on the industry. As a result of higher costs, architects said that projects are being
delayed and cancelled.

Gary Congdon: We have seen some of
our projects that we thought would be
breaking ground now, being pushed
off until 2009. I’m probably a little bit
more pessimistic. I think it’s going to
be 2010 before we really bounce out
of this. Nevertheless, we are doing
plenty of work, bigger stuff, but it
seems to be moving slower.
John Anderson: We do a lot of work
with very large companies, and some
of their projects have been cancelled.
Major projects undergo much more
scrutiny than in the past.
Congdon: The cost of building has increased tremendously over the last
few years, and as a result, projects
planned two or three years ago have
been cancelled. Owners had to determine to cut back or spend more
money, and we’ve seen a combination
of both. Some projects have been
downsized, but will proceed. Some
are electing to pause on the design
side, and will not move forward with
construction until the economy levels
out and pricing stabilizes a little more.
A number of companies are reevaluating internal projects, so some of the
larger remodeling jobs have been cancelled or put on the back burner.
Paul Heretakis: I think money is the
absolute key. Finding money is not
that easy to do and it’s affecting a lot
of what we are trying to do.
Howard Thompson: I really don’t see

the cost of construction dropping significantly. Even if the cost of material
comes down because of labor, we’re
not going to see the costs of labor,
concrete or steel drop to levels paid
10 to 15 years ago. They will decrease
somewhat, but we’re not going to see
a dramatic decrease.

Technology Issues
Those in attendance expressed concerns about the new technology used
in the architecture industry. Most
agreed that the technology used in
their industry is constantly changing
and it makes it difficult to keep all employees up to speed.

Domingo Cambeiro: As an industry,
we don’t really step up and help the
architecture schools with everything
we can in order to interest students in
the profession. Instead, they are going
to technical schools where they are
taught everything on a computer. It’s
a monkey-see, monkey-do attitude.
Pete Blakely: Just because you are a
CAD operator doesn’t mean you are
an architect. We don’t have enough
people getting into this business with
the experience and knowledge of what
it takes to succeed. Most of the young
people coming right out of college,
don’t want to put in the time and they
expect to move right up the ladder.
David Moss: It’s shocking how quickly you lose touch with technology if
you are not doing it day-in and dayout. It’s a battle to keep people educated and productive with software
changing every two years. The ever
changing state of technology is a real
challenge.
Sean Coulter: I think we are experiencing a shift. I came into the industry
when pen-dropping became obsolete
and operated AutoCAD right out of
school. AutoCAD is a two-dimensional program, and now, we are getting
into billing information management
Continued on Page 53
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Continued From Page 28
(BIM), which is a three-dimensional
program. I think there is a whole new
level of technology that we have to
consider. How do we get everybody
up to speed? We have a few people in
the office who know how to use it, but
it is a challenge to educate the rest of
the office without having to make anybody suffer because they lack knowledge on software.
Rothman: When AutoCAD was first
introduced to the industry, companies
wouldn’t hire an architect if he or she
didn’t know AutoCAD. An entire
generation of people left architecture
because they didn’t want to learn AutoCAD, and we lost a lot of the mentors. We lost a lot of the people who
taught us what we know.

Unfortunately, what happens, and we
all see it, as young employees get a little more knowledgeable and experienced, they hear they can make more
money or jump into a better position
with another company. Despite these
problems, it remains our responsibility to teach the younger generation because they will have to pass on this
knowledge in the future.

Sustainable Design
Sustainability has become the standard for all development, but architects were using green practices well
before it became a trend. Here, the architects discuss sustainability as a
way of life and how educating clients
on sustainability is key.

The Art of Architecture
When most of these architects began
their careers, architects drew everything by hand. According to those who
attended the roundtable, today’s generation only knows how to use the
computer programs for drawings.

Cambeiro: The universities should be
teaching students how to draft with
their hands. There is an important
connection between your brain and
your hands, and if you only learn how
to do the job by using a computer, you
bypass that artistic part of architecture
that is so important.
Heretakis: I agree. In my experience,
I have asked people in my office to
sketch designs for me, and they come
back and tell me they don’t know
how. They don’t know how to draw an
arch, a circle or a straight line.
Thompson: The good old days are
gone, and the students coming out of
school today don’t know how to draw,
and they will never learn.
Rothman: We have actually been fairly lucky to get some of UN LV’s professors to work full-time for us during
the summers in a mentoring capacity.
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Coulter: Sustainability is a very important aspect of architecture. To me,
architecture is more than just sustainability – it’s more qualitative than
quantitative. You can measure quantitatively, but how do you measure
quality? That’s a very important part
of the industry.
Rothman: Sustainability is using products that have the least amount of impact on the environment, but in the end
it still boils down to costs. If a client
considers a central plant that can save
him enough money in a year, he’ll be
for it. But, if it’s going to take three or
four years to return the investment, he
won’t do it. It’s pure economics.
Thompson: With all of the exposure
and education on sustainability, if
your building doesn’t have a green
component, it won’t fly anymore. Just

about everything that comes down the
pipe today better be green or it will
face a lot of scrutiny in the market.
Anderson: Nowadays, sustainable design needs to be a fundamental architectural practice. We don’t just need
to be good architects, we need to sell
good architecture.
Cambeiro: As architects we all have

been involved for years in finding ways
to incorporate sustainable elements into
green building designs – day lighting,
improved air quality, energy conservation and the like. It’s encouraging, as
well, to see that clients are now savvy to
the benefits of sustainable building design, particularly in the U.S., we tend to
waste so much because it is convenient
and cheap to do so. Our awareness of
sustainability is such that, while we
don’t like to be forced to do certain
things, we now understand that the ultimate reward is well worth the extra
costs paid up front. In fact, many of our
clients have discovered that the unique
advantages and benefits of a green
building enable them to offset additional upfront costs and wait as long as
seven years for a monetary return on
their investment in sustainability.
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Responsible Stewards
We asked the architects in attendance if they thought it was their
obligation to educate their clients
about environmental accountability.
All agreed, that educating clients is
part of being an architect.

Cambeiro: It’s part of being an architect. It’s not an obligation, it’s a responsibility and integral part of the
profession.
Frank Dumont: It’s part of what we
should do. It shouldn’t be optional.
We all have to be leaders and set an
example.
Christopher Larsen: The biggest thing
green building has brought to the table
is not in the way architects do the business, but through the monumental innovations occurring in construction

Seminole Hard Rock
Hotel & Casino,
Tampa, FL

techniques, as well as the manufacturing of materials and supplies. It’s the
clients who are looking at it and recognizing the benefits of a cost effective or energy efficient building.
Blakely: We have actually initiated
green practices internally, as well.
For example, we have started using
double-sided paper and electronic
transfers to minimize in-office
printing, and it has saved us $5,000
in paper costs. So suddenly, I’m a
big believer.

Industry Image
The industry professionals don’t
feel the public knows or understands
what an architect is or does. They
believe the profession deserves respect, which they feel they don’t alwaysreceive.
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When you read a newspaper article
about a brand new building, it only
mentions the developer and contractor. How often do you see the reporter go expend the effort to identify the architect?
Fielden: While we don’t get the credit
we deserve, I think the public at-large
perceives the profession as possessing
a degree of trustworthiness far beyond
that of other professions. Being an architect is not a job or a career, it’s a
way of life. Most people are not willing to invest the amount of dedication
necessary to make it a way of life.
Larsen: More than that, it’s the talent.
Not everyone can be an architect. The
profession carries a certain mystique.
To take a blank piece of the paper, listen
to a client, and create a building, that’s
magical and not everyone can do it.
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Larsen: No, I don’t think it ever has.
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Daniel J. Sheridan, executive vice president
of General Growth Properties, discussed
Nevada's retail market trends.

Building Nevada: Nevada’s Retail Market

NEVADA’S
RETAIL MARKET
REMAINS RESILIENT DESPITE
ECONOMIC DOWNTURN
evada’s population boom and
resilient economy have kept retail demand high, despite a
statewide housing downturn. The
state economy was home to 1.29 million jobs in the final quarter of 2007,
with 5,300 new retail positions created by the holiday shopping season.
Nevada is forecasted to see a 5 percent job growth by the decade’s end.
“There is reason to be optimistic
about Nevada’s long-term economic
outlook,” said Bill Anderson, chief
economist of the Nevada Dept. of Employment Training and Rehabilitation.
“While the news of late has not been
encouraging, a developing megaresort
boom, coupled with a likely improvement in the housing sector is the reason for the positive forecast.”
Southern Nevada is fueling the
state’s economic engine with $41.4
billion of hotel, casino and convention construction underway through
2012, reports the Las Vegas Conven-

N

tion and Visitors Authority. Those
numbers could grow even greater as
another $25.97 billion of tentative
projects are now planned for development. The Las Vegas Valley’s retail
market reflected the region’s upbeat
optimism with a low 3.2 percent vacancy at the end of 2007, despite
adding 4.3 million square feet of new
space over the last year, reports Applied Analysis, a Las Vegas-based
business advisory firm. Southern
Nevada had 48.7 million square feet
of retail space in the fourth quarter,
with an impressive 1.5 million square
worth of absorption.
“The majority of new product has
been pre-leased and overall supply
and demand has remained fairly well
balanced,” said Brian Gordon, principal of Applied Analysis. “Although
consumer spending remains an area
of concern, the current building
boom on the Strip will be a key driver of population, visitation and

employment growth, and, ultimately,
retail spending.”
There was 2.4 million square feet of
new retail space under construction in
the fourth quarter, with grocery-anchored neighborhood shopping centers accounting for the bulk of the activity. Wal-Mart, for instance, has two
supercenters under construction totaling 422,000 square feet in the Las
Vegas Valley. The Bentonville, Ark.based retail giant already has a substantial Nevada presence with 25 supercenters, four discount stores, 12
neighborhood markets, 7 Sam’s Clubs
and one distribution. Wal-Mart currently employs 14,572 associates in
Nevada. Global rival Tesco PLC, however, Britain’s largest retailer, is looking to make a similar slash by opening
15 stores in Southern Nevada over the
next couple of years. Tesco’s “Fresh &
Easy” store is a 10,000-square-foot
neighborhood grocery with an assortment of general merchandise.
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“Retail is one of the commercial
sectors with great growth potentials,”
said Zack Hussein, a senior retail associate with CB Richard Ellis Las
Vegas. “Many developers pack in as
many homes as possible leaving little
space available for residential retail
services. It has resulted in a pent-up
demand for those services.”
Regency Centers Corp., for instance, is developing Deer Springs
Town Center next to Olympia
Group’s 2,000-acre Park Highlands
master-planned community. The 32building, 700,000-square-foot retail
center is located at the southeast corner of North Fifth Street and the Beltway in North Las Vegas. It’s located
inside one of the nation’s fastestgrowing ZIP codes with 160,000 people within a five-mile radius. The center will be anchored by a
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132,360-square-foot
Target,
a
106,278-square-foot Home Depot and
a 65,000-square-foot Babies “R” Us.
Junior anchors are PetSmart, Ross
and Staples. The 60-acre complex is
scheduled to finish construction in
March 2009. Jaynes Corp. is the general contractor; Perkowitz + Ruth are
the architect.
“The residents in the immediate
surrounding areas have been traveling
miles to shop for major brands,” said
Mike Leonard, Regency’s vice president of investments. “Now, they can
shop in a convenient location, which
will offer goods and services from
more than 130 merchants.”
Territory, Inc. is developing the
300,000-square-foot Cannery Corner
at the northeast corner of Craig and
Losee roads in North Las Vegas.
Roughly 344,604 residents live within

a five-mile radius of the big-box
shopping center. The nine-building,
Sam’s Club anchored complex features such tenants as Winchell’s Tavern, Community Bank of Nevada, TMobile, and Chipotle, among others.
It’s scheduled to open in the first
quarter. Territory is additionally
building the 350,000-square-foot
Centennial Gateway at the northwest
corner of U.S. Highway 95 and Ann
Road in Las Vegas. The project is a
joint-venture with the Schwartz Family and Olympia Development. Territory recently signed two major tenants, including 24-Hour Fitness and
Sportsman’s Warehouse. The project’s second phase is scheduled to
open in mid-2008.
“New retail trade areas will continue to emerge in outlying suburbs near
recently developed master-planned

Building Nevada: Nevada’s Retail Market

communities and the metro’s improving roadways,” said John Vorsheck,
Marcus & Millichap’s Las Vegas regional director. “While overall vacancy is forecasted to trend higher, pockets of the Las Vegas market remain
underserved.”
ManhattanWest, for instance, is taking shape inside the underserved
southwest Las Vegas submarket. The
$350 million, 12-building complex is
located at the southwest corner of
Russell Road and the I-215 Beltway.
The project combines 700 condominium residences with 195,000 square
feet of office and retail space. It’s
being built by Gemstone Development, the same firm responsible for
the 700-unit Manhattan condominium
complex on the South Strip. Plans call
for 150,000 square feet worth of Class
A office space and 43,000 square feet
of ground-level retail space, with
roughly 30 stores and four restaurants. Phase one, which consists of
five buildings (two commercial, three
residential), is already under construction. ManhattanWest is expected
to open in the third quarter of 2008,
and finish by mid-2009.
Triple Five Nevada is similarly developing a mixed-use project in the
underserved northwest Las Vegas Valley. The firm has revamped plans for
its Great Mall of Las Vegas. The development, which was once touted as
Southern Nevada’s first enclosed
shopping mall in more than two
decades, will now be an open-air center. The $800 million complex will be
located at the northeast corner of
Grand Montecito Parkway and Deer
Springs Way, adjacent to U.S. Highway 95.
The Great Mall will now consist
of more than 25 individual, singlestory outdoor buildings instead of a
three-level air-conditioned megastructure as originally announced.
Plans additionally call for two, 200-

foot-tall concrete-and-glass residential buildings combining for roughly
800 homes. The 50-acre project had
initially called for 1.575 million
square feet of commercial office and
retail space, with 250 shops and
stores, but those plans have since
been trimmed by one-third. The revised scheme entails 1 million
square feet with 185 stores and 16
restaurants.
The mall will have national name
tenants including a movie theater,
bookstore and grocer. There will also
be office space, although the final
amount remains undetermined. The
Great Mall of Las Vegas is expected
to open by October 2010, attracting
more than 20,000 people daily.
Triple Five compares its revamped
project with other mixed-use lifestyle
developments such as the newly
opened Town Square – a $750 million, 117-acre mixed-use development at Las Vegas Boulevard, South,
and the Las Vegas Beltway. The project is a joint-venture between Turnberry Associates and Centra Properties. The 1.5 million-square-foot
complex will eventually consist of
150 shops, 12 restaurants and 350,000
square feet of office space. The 22building Town Square continues to
welcome tenants in phases, with Robb
& Stucky, Tommy Bahama’s Emporium, J. Crew and Brio Tuscan Grille
opening their doors in February. The
Yard House, Tommy Bahama’s Tropical Café, Ann Taylor, Ann Taylor
Loft, Borders, Teavana, MAC,
LeSportsac, and Blue Martini debuted
in March.
“Town Square is a one-of-a-kind
shopping and entertainment destination for a better visitor experience that
will make people more likely to stay
longer and return again,” said Mike
Wethington, Town Square’s general
manger. “For an office owner and
their employees, Town Square will
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City Crossing is a $2 billion mixed-use development under construction in Henderson.
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offer an unparalleled level of amenities. If you have a lunch meeting, all
you have to do is walk downstairs.”
PLISE Development & Construction is adopting a similar strategy with
its $2 billion City Crossing project.
Vertical construction is now underway
on phase one of the 126-acre mixeduse development at the southwest corner of St. Rose Parkway and Executive Airport Drive in Henderson. The
first 50-acre phase consists of an 8story, 225,000-square-foot Class A office building, plus 95,000 square feet
of lifestyle retail space, 180 residential
units and a 160-room hotel.
City Crossing will have a combination of lifestyle and entertainment
space ranging from stand-alone pads,
inline shops and boutiques. It will feature major national tenants, a movie
theater, a fitness center and a spa,
along with outdoor plazas, broad sidewalks and lush landscaping to encourage pedestrian interaction with 25
acres of parks, trails and other recreational open space. The masterplanned campus will service such surrounding residential communities as
Southern Highlands, Inspirada, Seven
Hills, Anthem, Sun City, and Silverado Ranch.
City Crossing will eventually boast
41 buildings with more than 6 million
square feet of total space of residential, retail and office space. The development’s first two phases are slated
for completion by third quarter 2009,
with build-out estimated for 2015.
“City Crossing maximizes land-use
efficiency, while crafting a high-use,
pedestrian-friendly environment that
places less strain on public infrastructure,” said Jon Field, PLISE’s general
counsel. “The market is demanding
more of these types of projects as
land becomes increasingly scarce and
the culture moves toward urban
neighborhoods.”
Executive Home Builders is applying some of that philosophy with The

Village at Queensridge at the northeast corner of Rampart Boulevard and
Alta Drive in Las Vegas. The $850
million mixed-use project is a jointventure development with Great Wash
Park LLC. The 29-acre mixed-use development will contain 700,000
square feet of retail, restaurant, office
and residential space in a masterplanned setting. Designed by Development Design Group of Baltimore,
the 18-building complex will contain
250,000 square feet of office space,
450,000 square feet of shops and
restaurants and 98,000 square feet of
residences. There will be two fivestory condominium buildings and one
10-story tower, combining for 340
units, along the northern edge of the
property. Village visitors will park in
a two-level, 3,000-space underground
garage that provides direct access to
the open-air mall via escalators and
elevators. There will be 75 shops and
restaurants occupying buildings from
one to four stories tall, including a
gourmet grocery, an Italian bistro, a
French brassiere, a home furnishings
store, a clothier, a bookstore, a bakery
and a fitness center. The Village at
Queensridge is scheduled to finish
later this year.
Construction, meanwhile, is underway at General Growth Properties’
100-acre Summerlin Centre at the
northeast corner of the Las Vegas
Beltway and Sahara Avenue. The
mixed-use complex calls for a combination of retail shops, dining, office
space and residences within a landscaped master-planned setting. It will
feature a grand plaza called Summerlin Square that will host public events,
concerts, and other community
events. A north-south pedestrian
street, or paseo, will run throughout
the property.
“The regional retail center is being
designed as more than just a shopping
center,” said Daniel J. Sheridan, executive vice president of General
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Summerlin Centre is a 100-acre mixed-use complex under construction at Sahara Avenue and the Las Vegas Beltway.

Growth Properties. “It’s a place
where people will gather to dine,
shop, people-watch, be entertained
and relax. We are paying close attention to details that will make Summerlin Centre walkable, inviting,
comfortable and charming.”
Many of the shops and restaurants
will be located on the first floor of
low-rise buildings stretched along the
paseo. An east-west street grid and
“marketwalk,” intersecting the paseo
at Summerlin Square will create easy
vehicle and pedestrian access. Plans
entail 1.2 million square feet of retail
shopping including four major department store anchors, additional “minianchors” and other local and national
retailers. Crate & Barrel is among the
development’s early announced tenants. Summerlin Centre’s first phase
is expected to debut by year’s end.
General Growth Properties recently
completed The Shoppes at The Palazzo totaling 450,000 square feet. “The
Palazzo comprises one of the city’s
most luxurious retail offerings to
date,” said Sheridan. “With more than
30 brands that are firsts-to-the-market, including Barneys New York.”
“Anchored retail centers that
came online last year did so with
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much of their space already preleased, leading to strong absorption
and reflecting the ongoing demand
for a variety of retail services and
products by the Las Vegas Valley’s
rapidly growing population,” said
John Restrepo, principal of Restrepo
Consulting Group, a Las Vegasbased real estate research firm. “We
expect that as the new retail projects
in the pipeline are completed, they
will be quickly absorbed.”
Quick absorption is certainly the
case for the 90-acre, 940,000-squarefoot Arroyo Market Square at Rainbow Boulevard and Badura Avenue in
southwest Las Vegas. The project,
which is a joint-venture between EJM
Development Co. and Laurich Properties, consists of four big-box retailers, four multi-tenant pads, six standalone
restaurants
and
four
single-tenant retail shops. The $150
million development’s major national
tenants are Men’s Wearhouse, Best
Buy, Chili’s, The Home Depot, WalMart, OfficeMax, Michael’s, Sam’s
Club, Hallmark, Ross, Marshall’s,
Paddock Pools, PetSmart, Sports
Chalet, Dress Barn, Bed, Bath & Beyond and Famous Footwear. Although
the power retail center opened in late

2007, tenants continue are still continuing to come online throughout the
first quarter of 2008. Arroyo Market
Square is one of the Valley’s largest
retail power centers, and the only
power center to open in Southern
Nevada in nearly four years.
“At 1.1 percent vacancy, power
centers remain the most supply-constrained type of center,” said Victor
Donovan, managing partner of Colliers International Las Vegas. “The
valley’s anchored retail space should
continue to see a relatively tight supply-demand balance in 2008.”
Juliet Cos. is helping relieve the
market with its $75 million, 325,000square-foot power retail center called
Deer Springs Crossing in North Las
Vegas. The 35-acre complex at Fifth
Street and Deer Springs Way will
consist of 25 buildings, including a
90,000-square-foot Kohl’s. J&F
Construction is the general contractor, with RSJ architecture as designer. The project is a joint venture between Rome’s Golden 40 LLC, the
land owner, and Juliet, acting as lead
developer.
A second phase will contain 22
buildings with four to five junior

anchors, from 15,000 to 30,000
square feet in size. There will also be
four to five inline buildings of 7,000
to 10,000 square feet, with divisibility
down to 1,400 square feet. The second phase will finish in the third quarter of 2008. Deer Springs Crossing
will have roughly 40 to 50 shops,
restaurants and entertainment venues
upon completion.
Northern Nevada, like its southern
neighbor, is similarly seeing robust
retail conditions despite a downturn
in the residential market. New projects are increasingly migrating to
residential enclaves serviced by new
roads and infrastructure. Spanish
Springs, for example, continues its
1.4 million-square-foot massing of
the contiguous retail space with
Sparks Galleria, Sparks Crossing,
Spanish Springs Town Center and
the Rialto. There’s also the 450,000square-foot Kiley Ranch, the
450,000-square-foot Stonebrook
and 125,000-square-foot Pioneer
Meadows. In Sparks, “The Legend
of the Marina” is a 1.35 millionsquare-foot regional tourist-oriented
center.
In
Northwest
Reno,
Ridgeview Plaza is adding a second
81,000-square-foot phase, featuring
Ross and PetSmart, and a new
136,000-square-foot redeveloped
power center, Keystone Commons,
is planned for the corner of Keystone and I-80.
“With the amount of development in
the pipeline, we expect the same elevated level of activity in the retail sector to
continue,” said Roxanne Stevenson, a
senior vice president with Colliers
Reno’s Retail Division. “[We] expect
another solid year with steady occupancies and modest increases in rents as
families, businesses, retailers and
restaurants continue to move here.”

Focused Areas of Practice:
• Corporate and Real Estate Transactions
• Commercial Litigation, Business/Partnership Disputes
• Franchise Law • Strategic Business Advisory
In today’s dynamic business environment, Lin & Associates has been the
trusted source for legal counsel and business guidance for many of Southern
Nevada’s business. With our focused
areas of practice rather than a “jack of
all trades” approach, our firm has built
an unmatched reputation for delivering
results. When solutions to complex legal
and business issues are needed, business
owners and executives turn to us.
Frank Lin, Esq.
JD/MBA

Kristine Brewer, Esq.

Jermaine Grubbs, Esq.
Member, International Franchise Association
Member, ABA Forum of Franchising

Tony Illia is a freelance writer based
in Southern Nevada.
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OFFICE– 4th Quarter 2007

Office Market Summary
4th Quarter 2007

TOTAL MARKET

Las Vegas

Total Square Feet

38,024,741

8,928,090

4,629,606

1,172,128

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction

Las Vegas
The Valley’s office market has
weakened significantly since the end
of 2006. Net absorption decreased
substantially from 904,266 in Q3 to
491,365 in Q4. In addition, after
three straight quarters of increasing,
the absorption-to-completions decreased considerably to 0.45.
2007’s fourth quarter vacancy rate
increased to 12.2 percent from 10.9
percent in the third quarter. The vacancy rate was up for Class A and
Medical. Class A increased to 15.1
percent, which can be explained by
absorption totaling only 33 percent
of completions for the quarter,
whereas absorption exceeded completions by 59,161 square feet in the
third quarter.
Absorption dipped to 491,365
square feet in the fourth quarter. Additionally, 1,092,781 square feet of
new office space entered the market,
increasing the Valley’s office inventory to 38,024,741 square feet. The
amount of office space currently
under construction and planned in
Q4 amounted to 1,519,898 square
feet and 3,751,145 square feet.
The softness in the residential market is impacting the office market, as
reflected in the rising vacancy rate,
which has increased 64 percent. Office-using tenants serving the housing industry have been an important
component of the Valley’s office
market during the last 10 years. The
effects of the massive layoffs that the
housing industry is seeing are creating a growing amount of sublease
space, which is rippling throughout
the Valley’s office market.
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Reno-Sparks
2007 will be year for the record
books. Unfortunately, it will not be
on the positive side. This was the
first year Northern Nevada has had
negative net absorption. For those
unfamiliar with net absorption, it
means less office space was occupied at the end of the year than at
the beginning of the year. This
goes hand in hand with one of the
slowest office construction years in
the last decade.
The main culprit was the slowdown in residential sales and construction. Virtually every home
builder in the Northern Nevada area
either reduced the amount of office
space they occupied by subleasing
or closed down their office completely. In addition to home
builders, several mortgage companies, title companies, engineering
firms, and residential real estate
firms also contracted. This created
the largest amount of sublease space
in the history of the area totaling approximately 250,000 square feet.
We expect the only new construction will be build-to-suits. When we
take into account our average annual absorption, we should have
enough vacant space to handle normal demand for over two years with
no new construction.
Going forward the area will
once again be attractive to firms
considering relocating to Northern Nevada. Home prices are now
more affordable. Office lease
rates are flat or down, depending
on the submarket, with some great
deals on sublease space.

Net Absorption
Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

Reno

12.2%

13.13%

1,092,781

103,298

491,365

21,167

$2.51

$1.74

Under Construction

1,519,898

165,705

Planned

3,751,145

285,423

4,995,346

4,112,944

756,595

731,733

CLASS A
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

15.1%

17.8%

New Construction

611,527

70,922

Net Absorption

201,493

2,376

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

$2.97

$2.01

Under Construction

348,147

165,705

Planned

862,472

285,423

Total Square Feet

12,171,859

2,457,872

Vacant Square Feet

1,353,524

339,928

11.1%

13.8%

CLASS B

Percent Vacant
New Construction

182,286

0

Net Absorption

210,777

-3,650

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)
Under Construction
Planned

$2.57

$1.63

730,000

0

1,095,757

0

13,943,964

931,821

1,860,742

107,091

13.3%

11.5%

CLASS C
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction

142,986

0

Net Absorption

111,258

40,009

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

$2.33

$1.23

Under Construction

168,767

0

Planned

848,310

0

6,913,572

2,030,214

658,745

112,238

MEDICAL OFFICE
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

9.5%

5.5%

New Construction

155,982

515,000

Net Absorption

-32,163

678,403

$2.38

$1.50

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)
Under Construction

272,984

0

Planned

944,606

117,000

Next Month: INDUSTRIAL
ABBREVIATION KEY
MGFS:

Modified Gross Full-Service

SF/MO:

Square Foot Per Month

NNN:

Net Net Net

Southern Nevada analysis and statistics
compiled by Colliers International and
Restrepo Consulting Group
Northern Nevada analysis and statistics
compiled by Colliers International Reno

2EGISTER NOW FOR
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&OCUS ,AS 6EGAS IS A CONCENTRATED EXECUTIVE ENRICHMENT
PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE COMMITTED TO MAKING ,AS
6EGAS A STRONG AND A THRIVING COMMUNITY &OCUS ,AS 6EGAS
PARTICIPANTS ENJOY AN ACCELERATED  DAY INTEGRATION INTO
AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE SOCIAL POLITICAL AND BUSINESS
SYSTEMS OF ,AS 6EGAS AND #LARK #OUNTY

&OR  THERE ARE TWO Focus Las Vegas 3ESSIONS !PRIL  AND 
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 OPTION  OR VISIT US ONLINE AT www.lvchamber.com.

Who Reads Us?
The Decision-makers
The Trendsetters
The Companies and Industries
That drive Nevada’s economy.

Who Reads Nevada Business Journal?
Our 82,000 monthly readers are the people who make decisions on
purchases, investments, personnel, community issues, and more.
They are business owners and executives throughout Nevada, in the
private and public sectors, and in companies large and small.
Your advertisement in Nevada Business Journal reaches the power
players with the influence to affect the future of your company.
As Nevada’s only statewide business magazine, we offer
a unique opportunity to reach this important audience.

For more information, call:
(702) 735-7003 Ext. 6333
Or download a Media Kit from www.nbj.com

NEVADA BRIEFS

Southern Nevada Surpasses
Conversion Milestone
Community residents and businesses recently surpassed 100 million
square feet of grass converted to
water-efficient landscaping under the
Southern Nevada Water Authority’s
(SNWA) Water Smart Landscapes
(WSL) Rebate program. The 100 million square feet comprises more than
28,000 individual landscape conversion projects. Nearly 1,000 Southern
Nevada property owners continue to
apply to the WSL program each
month. Since the rebate program’s inception in 1999, Southern Nevadans
have converted the equivalent to an
18-inch roll of sod stretching halfway
around the world at the Equator, saving the community more than 18 billion gallons of water.

Visitors Authority (RSCVA) recently
celebrated the completion of the
$2.37 million Reno-Sparks Convention Center West Plaza expansion.
The six-month construction project,
built by Building Solutions, LLC.,
lowered and leveled two-thirds of an
acre in front of the concourse C facing
Virginia Street. The expansion is part
of the master-plan to join the 35-acre
site surrounding the convention center
into one contiguous super block.

GSG Development Forms Construction Management Company
GSG Development recently expand-

ed its construction management department, establishing it as a separate
company, GSG Construction Management Company. The new company will handle all administrative responsibilities
of
construction
including budget and estimate preparation, design coordination, utility
consulting, value engineering and
constructability reviews. It will provide onsite project management and
ensure quality control of general contractors and subcontractors. The
company will be led by Chief Executive Officer Ragu Sada and Chief Operating Officer David Hand.

Nevada Tops Economic Ranking
In the American Legislative Exchange Council’s (ALEC) ranking of
all 50 states, Nevada ranked as the 11th
best state to do business, due to the fact
that, Nevada has no personal, business,
or inheritance taxes, low property taxes,
small number of public employees and
its right-to-work status. According to
the ALEC, Nevada does not have high
sales and other taxes. However, the organization indicated the state could
stand to reduce its workers’ compensation costs, lower its minimum wage,
and do more to protect businesses and
individuals from frivolous lawsuits.
Still, the state’s pro-economic growth
policies have attracted almost half a
million residents since 1997.

Reno-Sparks Convention Center
West Plaza Expansion Competed
The Reno-Sparks Convention and
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P O W E R O F AT TO R N E Y

Information Technology Agreements
Negotiating Tips
he corporate world is undergoing constant change
with ever increasing reliance on information
technology. Much of the information
technology upon which many businesses rely, originates from outside
sources rather than in-house. As reliance on outside vendors increases,
so do the risks associated with vendor
agreements. Here are four useful tips
for negotiating and analyzing information technology (IT) agreements.

the subject matter of the agreement.
Additionally, in the event of a dispute, jargon and acronyms make it
more difficult for an arbitrator or
judge (who may not be technologically savvy) to determine whether the
terms of the agreement have been
met. Therefore, acronyms should be
defined in the agreement, and jargon
should be avoided or defined.

Clearly Define The Acquisition

Many people negotiating agreements often overlook the choice of
law provision which will govern how
the agreement is interpreted. Furthermore, some states have unique provisions of law and default rights read
into agreements unless the agreement
specifically excludes such provisions.
With regard to the choice of
venue, it is often best to choose your
home jurisdiction or one that is sensitive to your industry. For gaming
and gaming-related companies,
using Nevada as the venue of choice
for resolving disputes is preferable
to other jurisdictions because any
outcome of a dispute is more likely
to consider the unique nature of the
highly regulated industry where the
company operates.

T

Clearly defining the subject matter
of an acquisition helps to set common
expectations for all parties to the deal.
This can also be helpful in quickly resolving disputes when there are disagreements regarding the deal.
Definitions of IT products and services should be sufficiently specific
for an arbitrator or judge – who may
lack technology or industry background – to determine the subject
matter of the acquisition.
Avoid Jargon and Acronyms
Whenever Possible.
It is difficult to avoid the use of jargon and acronyms, however, many
technology acronyms have more than
one potential meaning. Without a
truly common and unique meaning,
the use of acronyms presents a risk
that the parties to an IT agreement do
not have a common understanding of
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Carefully Select the Choice of
Law and Venue Provisions.

Carefully Review
Indemnity Provisions.
Intellectual property infringement
liability, in some cases, can flow to

the end users of software programs.
In recent highly publicized lawsuits,
a company holding rights in the
UNIX operating system has filed
suit against certain companies that
are end users of LINUX operating
systems, based on various intellectual property infringement claims.
While many of these suits remain
unresolved, the expense of defending such suits can be significant.
Therefore, every IT agreement
should have indemnity provisions
that protect the company licensing
software or receiving information
technology services, from claims of
intellectual property infringement
made by third parties. Such provisions should require the vendor to
defend and hold the company harmless, require the vendor to pay any
costs of settlement or adverse judgments, and provide the company
with alternatives to using any allegedly infringing materials.
While several other issues should
be considered before signing an IT
agreement, the four quick tips
should be useful in negotiating and
analyzing IT agreements to minimize the risks to businesses acquiring information technology products and services.

Gregory R. Gemignani is a shareholder at Lionel Sawyer & Collins, a
law firm with offices in Las Vegas,
Reno, Carson City, and Washington,
D.C.

SPEAKING FOR NEVADA
How is the government
helping borrowers in crisis?
Keeping Nevadans in their Homes
very member of Congress
has had to face the subprime mortgage crisis to
varying degrees. Here in
Nevada, we have been hit particularly
hard with a foreclosure rate of one in
154 homes versus the national average
of one in 555. In an effort to ease the
threat of foreclosure, I have introduced
bipartisan legislation which will expand a state’s bonding authority to
allow families, who need a more manageable mortgage rate, to refinance.
My fundamental principle is to keep
Nevadans in their homes. In addition to
hosting multiple town halls and rolling
out legislation, I organized a mortgage
fair where individuals will be connected
with lenders and counselors to work out
solutions to best remedy their individual situation and circumstances.
Many of my constituents ask why
the federal government should come to
the rescue of “irresponsible borrowers.” The answer is clear: The housing
crisis has been severe enough that it
has negatively impacted the values of
all homes in my district. In addition,
stabilization in this housing sector will
have a major impact in reviving overall
economic growth.
There have been two national initiatives to help borrowers. The Hope Now
Coalition was introduced as a grass
roots, one-stop shop for consumers who
do not know where to go for help. In addition, Secretary Paulsen negotiated
with six of the largest financial houses
and in late February introduced Project
Lifeline. This program originally granted a 30-day reprieve from looming
foreclosures to allow homeowners an
opportunity to renegotiate the terms of
their loans.

E

Congressman Jon Porter

Countrywide Financial, Bank of
America, Citigroup, JPMorgan
Chase, Wells Fargo and Washington
Mutual have sent out letters to borrowers who are at least 90 days past
due to let them know their loan is
being considered for the 30 day
“pause.” This is not a moratorium.
One aspect of this housing crisis that
is often misunderstood is that most
lenders do not want to repossess large
numbers of homes, especially in a soft
market. They have an incentive to work
with the borrower. Project Lifeline has
created a consistent policy with the
lenders, demonstrating a step-by-step

approach to finding realistic solutions
to individual’s mortgage issues.
Borrowers' situations will be handled
on a case-by-case basis. While the plan
includes sub-prime, prime and home
equity loans, it leaves out those who are
in active bankruptcy, those who are in
active foreclosure with the sale date
within 30 days, investment properties
and vacant homes.
While the actions of the Hope Now
Coalition and Project Lifeline are important first steps, we must enact responsible legislation that alleviates the
suffering of my constituents and returns
stability to the housing market.

You are the Cure
Together...We are the Cure
THE 13TH ANNUAL KOMEN SOUTHERN NEVADA
RACE FOR THE CURE®

May 3, 2008
Fremont Street Experience
702.252.RACE
www.komensouthernnevada.org
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Power Rainmaking Techniques
Increase Your Business Profits
ffective business development can be a daunting
task. It’s time consuming.
It takes away from regular
activities and often requires too much
time. Businesses owners are often not
experts at business development, so
they risk valuable time and money.
But, as the adage goes, if you don’t
grow your business, chances are your
business won’t grow.
Businesses let the fundamentals of
development slip to the back burner in
favor of other activities. While the
following is but a short list of effective tools, try incorporating some of
these basic rainmaking strategies into
your business day and watch your
profits soar.
Referrals
Referral programs are developed to
grow organically by using an existing
customer base. Rewarding your customers with an incentive for sending
new business your way can be an incredible source of new revenue, but
most businesses have a passive, unmanaged referral program. Build a
consistent and well-defined program
and execute it with the understanding
that it often costs less money to “sell”
to a customer that doesn’t need selling to, than it does to a customer that
has never heard of you.

E
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Networking
For many business owners, networking can be the “Holy Grail” of rainmaking strategies. It involves defining
possible contacts, determining your
purpose, developing a plan of action,
and committing the time and energy
necessary to produce results. By constantly reaching out and nurturing existing relationships and establishing
new ones, you can position yourself in
a stream of opportunities, resources,
information and contacts that will pay
dividends for years to come.
Loyalty
Loyalty programs are used when a
business already has a solid customer
base, but wants to ensure they remain
happy and loyal customers. However, but it needs to be managed and accountable. Build a loyalty program
tailored to your ideal customer.
Make it meaningful. It can include
anything from rewards, thank-you
notes or complimentary add-ons that
your customers think have value.
Events
Hosting or attending an event can
be costly and time-consuming, yet an
excellent way to raise profile awareness about your business within a target group, but head into this one with
very clear and realistic objectives and
goals and devise ways of measuring

results. Consider hosting a workshop
and invite prospective customers for
a one-hour class that explains or
teaches something of relevance.
Connections
Often, business owners just need a
few of the right connections to make
significant progress in their business.
Develop a “wish list” of influential
contacts – the 100 top professionals
– that could truly affect your business, whether they’re potential customers, colleagues or even competitors. Rank those contacts and find
time every day to make a connection.
As with networking, a consistent
connections program will lift any
business to new heights over time.
Business rainmaking can include a
myriad of other action strategies, including clear branding, effective advertising techniques, streamlined sales
systems and experiential marketing
and, while intimidating, is not rocket
science. Consider outsourcing to professionals for best results. Short of that,
formulate a plan with realistic goals
and stick with it. The effort will be
well worth the time and energy and will
pay great dividends in return.
Daniel Stock is managing partner for
Corporate Rain Makers, a business
development firm.

by Michelle Danks

F R E E M A R K E T W ATC H C O M M E NTA RY

An Alternate Reality
The Truth About Taxes
n the plot-defining scene
early on in the “The Matrix,” Laurence Fishburne’s character, the sage
Morpheus, reveals to the protagonist
Neo that the world he thinks he’s been
living in is not real. Rather, it’s but a
mere simulation of the world as it
looked at the end of the 20th Century,
a “dream world” created to prevent the
entire human race from discovering a
horrible truth.
That truth, says Morpheus, is that it
is really some 200 or so years later, a
time when machines rule the earth
and have enslaved their human creators. Now the system merely grows
the humans in small pods — just for
the purpose of harvesting their energy
and nutrients.
It is a world in which humans have
no control over their own destinies,
exist solely to serve the needs of the
ruling system, and remain blissfully
unaware of their condition thanks to the
delusions that system inculcates.
Or, as the Left would call it, utopia.
Here in Nevada, too, it is difficult not
to conclude that, in the minds of those
who make up the state’s ever-expanding governing class, citizens exist first
and foremost to feed, with their nutrients, the machinery of the state — thus
allowing it to further grow in power
and influence over us all.
In recent years, nearly every legislative session produces a new and creative plan by which government confiscates as much of Nevadans’
hard-earned money as possible, while

I

using a series of red herrings to prevent
people from discovering their own horrible truth. A new study by the Nevada
Policy Research Institute, however, has
finally begun to lift the veil on this
scandalous practice.

“This blatant disregard for both
taxpayer interests and the idea of
honest government reveals what
is, at its core, the governing class’
complete lack of respect for
ordinary citizens.”
The study, authored by the Institute’s own Steven Miller and titled
“Getting Plucked in Nevada: How
Government Covertly Increases Your
Tax Burden,” exposes for the first
time the systematic way in which
Nevada politicians have implemented
a series of hidden taxes over the past
several decades. The cumulative effects of all of these hidden taxes are a
Nevada that is increasingly reflective
of Leftist economic policies and, thus,
an erosion of its long-held status as a
taxpayer-friendly state.
The study is rife with examples of
government duplicity on taxation, but
one in particular really boils the blood.
Miller calls it the “tax shaft.”
Miller explains how in 1981, the
threat of a popular revolt over increasingly crippling property taxes
became a grave concern to Nevada’s
politicians. The politicians managed
to placate the people through a “tax

shift” – a reduction in property taxes
that was offset (quietly, of course) by
higher taxes in other areas: sales
taxes, gasoline taxes and drivers’ license fees, for example.
It all sounded nice, but the joke, as
usual, was on taxpayers. The politicians, Miller writes, proceeded to use
the 1981 property tax cuts as justification for further tax hikes in those other
areas through the late 1990s. Then
Miller gets to the fun part: “Nevada
property owners at the end of the period were paying higher property taxes
than at the beginning. However, now
their burden also included all those
other new taxes.”
This blatant disregard for both taxpayer interests and the idea of honest
government reveals what is, at its core,
the governing class’ complete lack of
respect for ordinary citizens. To raise
our taxes is bad enough, but to do so in
a way that suggests we’re not entitled
to the truth about it is much worse – it
is dehumanizing. And it makes plain
the elitist mentality of a government
unaware, apparently, that it exists to
serve our ends.
That, after all, is the heart of the matter. Those who govern increasingly see
us not as private and free citizens with
a right to set our own priorities, but as
mere cogs in their supernal machine,
necessary only insofar as we can be
harvested in order to feed it.
Andy Matthews is vice president for
communications at the Nevada Policy
Research Institute.
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STATE TH E I S S U E S

Question:

How will coal-fired plants
impact Nevada?
Responsible Energy Policy Must Include Coal
By Roberto Denis, senior vice president,
energy supply, Sierra Pacific Resources

It’s All About the Money
By Timothy Hay, former member of the Nevada
Public Utilities Commission and Nevada State
Consumer Advocate

hile some parties in the energy policy debate
have the luxury of simply advancing theories,
Sierra Pacific Resources has a very real obligation to deliver electricity to every customer
all day, every day.
Nevada’s population has grown at a record pace for
decades, and during much of that time no power plants were
built. The prevailing wisdom that it was cheaper to buy from
others than to build your own unraveled during the 2000-01
Western energy crisis.
Nevada Power Company and Sierra Pacific Power Company have embarked on a comprehensive strategy to increase
power generated in Nevada for Nevadans. By summer, we
will have added more than 2,800 megawatts of efficient, natural gas power plants, increasing our dependence on gas to
more than 70 percent. A key step toward diversification is the
1,500-megawatt, coal-fueled Ely Energy Center, planned for
White Pine County, but it is not our only answer.
Renewable energy is another component of our strategy, and Nevada already is a national leader in solar and
geothermal power. But claims that renewables can meet
our energy needs alone are false. Solar and wind power
are not available when the sun isn’t shining and wind
isn’t blowing.
What will the Ely coal project ultimately do for Nevada? It
will be our nation’s cleanest coal plant and allow retirement
of decades-old plants, otherwise essential to meet energy
needs. Its $600 million, 250-mile transmission line will have
the capacity to move renewable resources to state population
centers. Without affordable coal power as an anchor, such
transmission for renewables alone is economically unrealistic. Together, these will result in a smaller carbon footprint
for Nevada.
Responsibility dictates that every option must be pursued
to meet Nevada’s energy demands. This is not about posturing; it’s about a realistic solution for our future.

he Ely Energy Center, the massive new coal-fueled electric generating plant proposed by Nevada Power, will burden Nevada’s ratepayers and
the company’s shareholders for decades. The
utility estimates the cost at $5 billion dollars if built today.
The total market capitalization of Sierra Pacific Resources,
the parent company, is less than $2.5 billion dollars, and the
company is only now recovering financially from the imprudent decisions of its management during the western energy crisis which nearly caused bankruptcy. A massive
coal-fueled plant will prove to be equally imprudent. Other
companies such as Dynergy also propose to locate large
coal-fired plants in Nevada that will do nothing more than
exploit our clean air and water so they can export power to
markets outside of Nevada.
The cost of constructing coal generating plants has doubled in the last several years. The cost of coal itself is also
predicted to rise substantially according to the financial projections. Finally, on a bipartisan basis, each of the leading
presidential contenders has proposed that dramatic reductions in carbon emissions will be a policy priority of the next
administration. Thus, from an economic perspective, the
plan appears to be a $5 billion dollar coal boondoggle.
Nevada can chart a wiser course.
Improving the Nevada transmission system, particularly
linking existing resources from northern to southern Nevada, will increase its functionality, reduce the need for some
future generation, and will promote development of stable
geothermal resources never subject to fuel price escalation
or climate change concerns. Nevada can, and should, lead
the nation in developing renewable energy resources that are
free from fuel cost increases.
The delay in construction of the Ely Energy Center will
give Nevada the opportunity to reevaluate options and point
the way to the energy future instead of relying on the technologies of the past.

W
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PEOPLE FIRST

Succession Planning
Mapped Out or Knee Jerk Reaction?
magine the leadership of a
large organization trying to
decide which employees to
promote to fill a vacated or
new position within the organization.
The problem with this approach is, in
most cases, the names of possible candidates tend to be limited to people the
executives in that boardroom know personally. The result, in far too many instances, is that an employee, whether
qualified or not, tapped on the shoulder
and informed, “Today you are an employee and tomorrow you’ll be a supervisor or manager.”
Ideally, an organization should already have a succession plan or employee development plan in place
that sets in motion proactive employee training to meet future needs. A
good succession plan identifies the
necessary knowledge, skills, abilities
and experience needed to perform effectively at a specific position in an
organization. Once the specifics of
the position are clarified, potential
candidates should be made aware of
the position’s requirements. Good
managers and supervisors should be
grooming and developing their employees by giving them opportunities
to learn other focused duties that increase their value to the organization,
and allow them to gain valuable experience.
The organization’s leadership should
be tracking each individual’s growth
and development and be able to identi-

I

fy an employee’s potential for moving
up in the organization. This approach
develops a succession plan that identifies an individual’s skills, abilities,
knowledge, and experience in relation
to his or her readiness and qualifications
to fill the next higher position on the
corporate ladder. Organizations would
then be able to study its employee population and identify an employee’s
qualifications for promotion whether
ready now, in six months or a year. With
a good succession plan in place the organization will always know what type
of depth it has in employees ready to
move up, and is able to respond rather
than react if key individuals suddenly
depart the organization.
Employees, when surveyed, will
tell you that what motivates them to
stay with an organization is the ability to learn, to grow and have opportunities for advancement. The main
issue does not always concern money.
Creating a succession plan allows an
organization to let people know what
they need to do in order to be considered for growth within the organization. It is not a promise of promotion,
but it does place some responsibility
for personal development back in the
hands of the employees.
Creating a realistic succession plan
and involving individuals in their own
career development can make an organization more appealing, improve
morale and reduce turnover. Once a
succession plan is created and employ-

ee recognizes that their future depends
a great deal on their own personal
growth efforts, organizations must be
prepared to promote from within their
own ranks. Recruiting outside of the
organization when qualified internal
candidates exist can cause a drop in
morale and create turnover issues.
Mark Keays is president of Desert
Management Services, a Las Vegasbased management consulting firm.

By Any Measure
The Owners’ Choice for Construction Partner
Design/build
Value engineering
Construction
management
Tenant improvements
General engineering

61 Industrial Parkway, Carson City, NV 89706
Phone: 775-246-3722
www.milesconst.com
NV License No. 0023686A
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MONEY MANAGEMENT

Investing in Today’s Market
Risk Management is Key
“I never attempt to make money
on the stock market. I buy on the assumption that they could close the
market the next day and not reopen
it for five years,” said the accomplished investor, Warren Buffet.
Although the stock market isn’t
likely to close without reopening for
any length of time, when it comes to
the current environment and the impact of the credit crisis, it is very important to manage risk. The most
important thing a financial planner
can do for them is help them avoid
making big mistakes. When volatility rears its head and the stakes rise,
it is time to control that aspect first
and foremost. The second objective
is to find opportunities.
In the current environment, risk
can be controlled primarily through
two methods: diversification and
paying the right price.
The first is an easy one. Diversification does work and good returns
often come from unexpected places.
Through properly spreading out a
portfolio among different asset classes (stocks, bonds, commodities, real
estate, etc.), investors can keep from
getting damaged by bad returns in a
single holding or asset class.
Paying the right price is why the
world’s top money managers get paid
the big bucks. Valuations matter. The
key is to understand how much risk is
already built into current market
prices. When fear is running high and
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solid companies are being sold without reason, good buying opportunities are created. Since 1939, January
has seen five occasions where the
S&P (Standard & Poor’s) 500 declined at least 6 percent. In all five instances, stocks finished higher one
year after the dismal January, averaging a 12 percent gain over the next 12
months (the Market Analysis, Research and Education MARE group,
a unit of Fidelity Management and
Research Co.). January, 2008 saw a
6.1 percent decline.
It is fair to say that once risk is in
check, it is time to make some
money. Opportunities abound during
bad times. The tech bubble of the
late-1990s led to huge stock market
declines through most of 2002.
While this was going on, U.S. housing stocks were quietly amassing
large gains when most investors
were not paying any attention to the
stock market. Ryland gained more
than 2,000 percent from early 2000
to its peak in 2005.
While the United States was experiencing a recession in 1990, good
companies that had proven business
models began trading at very inexpensive levels. For example, Citigroup
declined about 45 percent from February to December of 1991. When the
recession ended and strong companies displayed their merit, the market
took Citigroup from a price of just
under $9 in late 1991 to more than

$170 in mid-1998.
Right now, similar situations are
unfolding. Good companies are getting caught up with those that truly
have problems. When one considers
the fixed income markets, municipal
bonds have rarely, if ever, traded at
current low levels. Does it make
sense to load one’s portfolio with
any one or two of these investments?
Absolutely not, although it may
make sense using proper diversification to allocate some of these instruments into the mix.
Notable portfolio manager, Martin
J. Whitman, co-chief investment officer and portfolio manager of Third
Avenue Value Fund, stated that the
mortgage meltdown/housing collapse
seems nothing new for the U.S. economy. During the last 60 years, virtually every sector has gone through
depressions as bad as anything that
occurred in the 1930s.
Similar to every crisis, there will be
casualties and companies that are no
longer around. On the other hand,
with thorough research, discipline
and a little patience, there will also be
those names that emerge at the top of
the group and produce strong profits.
To quote Mr. Buffet again, “Time is
the friend of the wonderful company,
the enemy of the mediocre.”
Tim Truebenbach, CFPR, is regional
director for The Keller Group Investment Management, Inc.

by Michelle Danks

INSIDE POLITICS

Campaign Overload
Fighting For Control
t’s no secret that the party
in the minority in any democratic form of government is always doing
everything it can to change its status
and take control. Nearly every part of
the agenda is geared toward this
goal, and no matter what the discrepancy in seats, the leader of that party
can tell you exactly what he or she is
doing to become the majority party.
In the Nevada Legislature, the minority parties haven’t had much success in the past decade in accomplishing this task. Try as they might,
no matter how many good candidates they field, the Republicans
cannot take charge of the Assembly
from Speaker Barbara Buckley and
the Democrats cannot wrest control
of the Senate from Republican Majority Leader Bill Raggio.
Part of the reason for this is the
way the district boundaries were
created after the 2000 census. The
GOP members of the upper house
did an excellent job drawing districts that were extremely safe for
their incumbents. The Democrats
also protected their own, but it left
little opportunity for them to pick up
the seats needed to gain power.
Knocking off Republican Sen. Sandy
Tiffany in 2006 left Minority Leader
Dina Titus tantalizingly close to the
majority, putting the Democrats behind
by only one vote in the 21-seat chamber. However, after the 2007 Session
most experts put her chances at picking
up that one vote at slim to none.

I

The Senate seats up for re-election
in 2008 on the Republican side are
considered to be very safe seats –
Bob Beers, Dr. Joe Heck, Bill Raggio and Mike McGinnis. At least
they were safe before the Democratic wave created by the public’s excitement to the campaigns of Sens.
Hillary Clinton and Barrack Obama.

“It’s no secret that the
party in the minority in
any democratic form of
government is always
doing everything it
can to change its status
and take control.”
Now even the safest Republican
districts are losing their vast registration edge on a daily basis. That
doesn’t necessarily mean GOP
turnout in those areas won’t be as
huge and vigorous as it has always
been. It does, however, mean that
opponents of these candidates will
have a much better chance to compete then they did a year ago.
Heck, Raggio and McGinnis are
probably still relatively safe – Heck
is a military colonel currently serving his country in Iraq and has a notax record while Raggio and McGinnis are institutions in their respective

communities – so Beers’ senate district will be the focus of pro-Democratic forces this year.
Beers also has a strong no-tax
record and will be hard to beat, but
his voter registration edge is dwindling fast and Titus has recruited a
very good and presentable candidate
in Allison Copening, a 43-year-old
former PR executive. With a strong
grassroots organization and a few
good issues, she could make it a race
and give the incumbent a run for
their money.
The race will be closely watched
by every company in Nevada. Although Beers is not loved by gaming
and other industries because of his
staunch opposition to a gross receipts tax during the 2003 Legislative session, they are also concerned
about one party controlling both
houses at the Legislature. Lobbyists
also like the ability to utilize the Republicans in the Senate to derail legislation they don’t like coming from
the Assembly, and vice versa.
One thing is for sure: If you’re a
voter in Clark County Senate District 6, your mailbox is going to
overflow and you might want to
think about changing your phone
number before September. You’re
going to be deluged from both campaigns as they fight for control of the
Nevada Legislature.
Mike Sullivan is president of Knight
Consulting, a local government affairs firm.
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B USI N ESS I N DICATORS
units

here has been a wave of recession declarations coming
on the heels of bad news in
residential construction. The
housing industry produced
more than the market absorbed, creating an excess supply of housing units. As a result, U.S.
new home starts are down 27.8 percent from
the same month a year ago. Reno and Las Vegas
have been caught up in the speculative housing
behavior of the last couple of years.
Home sales are also down sharply, especially in the Silver State and other states that experienced speculation. Products, services, and
jobs tied to housing construction and home
sales have declined sharply. One finds further
declines in spending for high-priced items. With
contraction in housing construction for a year
and a half and six months of credit disruptions
arising from housing finance, one finds many
declarations that the U.S. and the Nevada
economies are in a recession.
The most recent U.S. GDP numbers are positive, however, up 0.6 percent for 4th quarter
2007. This information suggests a slowdown, to
be sure, but not a recession. Even before one
quarter of decline has occurred, much less the
two quarters of decline associated the popular
media’s use of the term, one often hears that the
U.S. is in a recession.
We clearly see the onset of economic declines, even if not yet a clear recession. From the
February 2008 jobs report, one sees a onemonth sharp drop of 63 thousand jobs, a reason
for concern about the weakness of the U.S.
economy. Sustained job declines surely will also
reduce future spending and income. Job growth
in Nevada is also flat; Clark and Washoe Counties saw little job-level change for January. One
sees reason for concern and reason for the Fed
to take further action. And, after the dust settles,
it may later be determined that the recession
began in early 2008.
Not all rebalancing of the economy, however,
will be associated with Fed action. Indeed, market adjustments work to rebalance economy. Already we see sharply reduced monthly permitting activity, down to 471 for Clark County and 92
for Washoe County. Continuations of permitting at
these monthly rates with current in-migration
levels, working in unison with other efforts, will
hasten corrections. Still, we face the prospect of
further unexpected difficulties possibly arising
that merit attention and prudent action.

T

UNLV Center for Business and
Economic Research
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DATA
previous

year ago

NEVADA
1,277.9

1,301.0

1,268.2

GROWTH
recent year ago
(%)

(%)

-1.8

0.8

comments

Employment

1,000 employees

01/08

Unemployment Rate

%, nsa

01/08

6.0

5.7

4.9

5.3

22.4

3.800

4.722

23.0

-1.0

Trend Flat

Flat
Up

Taxable Sales

$ billion

12/07

4.675

Gaming Revenue

$ million

01/07

1,064.09

1,095.42

1,117.14

-2.9

-4.7

Down

Passengers

passengers

01/08

4.003

4.087

4.108

-2.0

-2.5

Down

Gasoline Sales

million gallons

12/07

95.78

94.26

98.16

1.6

-2.4

Price Effect

Visitor Volume

million visitors

12/07

3.918

4.042

3.939

-3.0

-0.5

Trend Flat

(%)

(%)

CLARK COUNTY
1,000 employees

01/08

921.4

932.9

913.2

-1.2

0.9

Flat

Unemployment Rate

%, nsa

01/08

5.7

5.6

4.7

1.8

21.3

Up

Taxable Sales

$ billion

12/07

3.486

2.850

3.440

22.3

1.3

Up

945.96

967.88

-1.8

-4.1

Employment

Gaming Revenue

$ million

01/07

928.65

Residential Permits

units permitted

01/08

471

764

1,356

-38.4

-65.3

Market Correction

Commercial Permits

permits

01/08

51

49

75

4.1

-32.0

Down

Passengers

million persons

01/08

3.613

3.705

3.707

-2.5

-2.5

Down

Gasoline Sales

million gallons

12/07

67.19

64.53

67.41

4.1

-0.3

Price Effect

Visitor Volume

million visitors

12/07

3.401

3.491

3.380

-2.6

0.6

Trend Flat

(%)

(%)

Employment

1,000 employees

01/08

219.6

227.3

218.2

-3.4

0.6

Unemployment Rate

%, nsa

01/08

6.6

5.4

5.0

22.2

32.0

0.534

0.711

28.9

-3.2

Trend Off

WASHOE COUNTY

Down

Flat
Up

Taxable Sales

$ billion

12/07

0.689

Gaming Revenue

$ million

01/07

65.96

80.61

72.86

-18.2

-9.5

Down

100

97

-8.0

-5.2

Down

Residential Permits

units permitted

01/08

92

Commercial Permits

permits

01/08

37

18

30

105.6

23.3

Passengers

million persons

01/08

0.386

0.378

0.396

2.1

-2.6

Trend Down

Gasoline Sales

million gallons

12/07

14.94

15.13

16.20

-1.3

-7.8

Trend Down

Visitor Volume

million visitors

12/07

0.331

0.359

0.372

-7.7

-11.0

(%)

(%)

UNITED STATES

Up

Down

million, sa

02/08

137.993

138.056

137.133

0.0

0.6

Down

Unemployment Rate

%, sa

02/08

4.8

4.9

4.5

-2.0

6.7

Up

Consumer Price Index

82-84=100, nsa

01/08

211.1

210.0

202.4

0.5

4.3

Up

212.4

208.0

0.4

2.5

Up

Employment

Core CPI

82-84=100, nsa

01/08

213.1

Employment Cost Index

89.06=100, sa

4q07

106.7

105.9

103.2

0.8

3.4

Up

Productivity Index

92=100, sa

4q07

140.2

140.0

136.5

0.2

2.7

Good

Retail Sales Growth

$ billion, sa

12/07

382.906

381.654

368.694

0.3

3.9

Flat Christmas

Auto and Truck Sales

million, sa

12/07

15.28

16.16

16.60

-5.5

-8.0

Housing Starts

million, sa

01/08

1.012

1.004

1.403

0.8

-27.9

GDP Growth

$ billion, sa

4q07

11,677.1

11,658.9

11,395.5

0.2

2.5

Weak

U.S. Dollar

97.01=100

01/08

98.480

99.270

107.590

-0.8

-8.5

Down

Trade Balance

$ billion, sa

12/07

-58.759

-63.117

-60.306

-6.9

-2.6

Down

01/08

1,378.55

1,468.36

1,438.24

-6.1

-4.2

Down

01/08

2.25

3.07

4.67

-26.7

-51.9

Down

01/08

0.92

1.03

-0.35

-10.7

-362.9

S&P 500

monthly close

Real Short-Term Rates %, nsa
Treasury Yield Spread

R. Keith Schwer

dates

%, nsa

Down
Trend Down

Flight to Safety

SOURCES: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S.
Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.

SMART GROWTH

Adoption of New Planning Model
“It’s Vegas, baby,” for an estimated
7,500 members of The American
Planning Association, a nonprofit organization dedicated to urban and
rural planning issues. From April 27th
through May 1st, The Entertainment
Capital of the World will host the
APA’s 100th National Planning Conference. It’s no wonder that Clark
County represents two of the top 20
fastest growing cities in the country –
North Las Vegas at No. 1 and Henderson at No. 18, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau.
From 1909 to 1950, Clark County’s
population grew by a mere 48,589.
This growth coincided with growth
across the country which was happening primarily in American cities and
followed an urban planning model. By
the end of World War II, roughly 70
percent of Americans lived in central
cities but with the aid of the G.I. Bill
(officially titled the Servicemen’s
Readjustment Act of 1944) home
ownership for the middle class was
expanded and by 1950, that figure
dropped to less than 40 percent.
Through the increase in home-ownership, significant road improvements
and new mobility made possible by
the automobile, America was officially transformed by “suburban sprawl.”
Ninety-seven percent of Clark
County’s population growth occurred
during the second half of the 20th century and followed the suburban planning model, rendering the county
wholly suburban without dense downtown residential cores.
Fortunately by 2000, the tide began
to change nationally due to congested
roadways and overstressed infrastruc-

tures. Growth started trending closer to
city centers and planners across the
country sought a new, more sustainable planning model – a model that
embraces denser mixed-use development with several environmental, economic and social benefits.
Clark County is home to some of
the most beautiful master-planned
communities in the country but Las
Vegas is being applauded specifically
for taking the forefront, grappling this
new planning model and running with
it as evidenced by the development of
downtown high-rise residential towers, One Queensridge Place on the

west side of the Valley, and Sullivan
Square, a mixed-use project in the
rapidly growing southwest part of the
Valley, to name a few.
Clark County’s adoption of this
sustainable planning model means
that as the county’s population expands to a forecasted 2.7 million
within the next 10 years, development will accommodate more people on less land allowing for fewer
infrastructures, easier access to mass
transit, decreased dependence on automobiles, slower depletion of natural resources, and less socially isolated communities.

“BUILDING ON SOLID GROUND SINCE 1960”
376 E. Warm Springs Road, Suite 160
Las Vegas, NV 89119
www.oakviewconst.com
(702) 873-6399 Fax: (702) 873-6690

Southern Highlands Marketplace

Venture Professional Center
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THE LAST WORD

What’s your prediction on the housing market?

Boyd L. Erickson, Principal, Finnegan
Erickson Associates, Henderson

Amy Lessinger, Broker/Owner,
RE/MAX Realty Affiliates, Reno

Jim Howard, President,
Desert Community Bank, Las Vegas

The housing market will rebound earlier than the rest of the country because of the opening of the mega resorts on the Strip – which will require
more employees – resulting in the
need for more housing.

The housing market has dropped
about 23 percent since the peak in
2006. The median was moderately
stable for most of 2007, which indicates it is nearing the bottom. I expect
an additional 5 to 8 percent drop in
the median this year and prices will
flatten toward the end of 2008.

I predict the housing market to flatten this year and start growing in
volume next year. Values have almost bottomed out and inventory of
unsold homes is beginning to stabilize or shrink now. Las Vegas has always been a hot housing market and
will continue to be.

Doug Geinzer, Founder,
Recruiting Nevada, Las Vegas

Richard M. Haddrill, President and
CEO, Bally Technologies, Inc.,
Las Vegas and Reno

Jill Dalesandry, Vice President Escrow
Operations, Nevada Title Company

I do not see the housing market turning around until mid-2009 when new
job creation creates a demand for
more home ownership. We will absorb the excess inventory that continues to get recycled by the investors who created the spike in
housing costs to begin with.
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It will bottom out in about a year. Las
Vegas should rebound nicely over the
next five years with the pipeline of
casino construction projects and our
favorable business environment.

If you talk to 10 business leaders,
you’ll get 10 views on the housing
market. What is certain is that the Las
Vegas market will improve before the
other markets. We’ll see a challenging
2008, with improvements in 2009, as
prices stabilize.
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LEVEL OF STRESS
relative to change at your financial institution

comfort

more

less

consistency

more

Stressed by the multitude of mergers and acquisitions in the financial world? With more than a century of independence,
experience and history of financial strength, Northern Trust has consistently delivered exceptional service. Make that
award-winning service. Add our solutions-based approach and reliable, leading-edge technology, and it is easy to
understand how we’ve become one of the largest asset managers in the world. For more information, as well as more
stability, call Reed Radosevich at 702-304-6800 or visit northerntrust.com.
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